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xii 
Average monthly values of incoming radiation, extraterrestrial 
radiation, sunshine, and sky cover frorn 32 climatological stations in 
the United States were used as a basis to develop radiation equations. 
Empirical relations between incoming radiation and .!Tlore COITl-
monly available climatic and geographic variables, su.ch aa percent 
of relative sunahine, mean daily sky cover, station elevation and 
extraterrestrial radiation, were established using an empirical procedure 
used by Christ~ansen (1966, 1967) to compute his evaporation and evapo-
transpiration fortnulaa. 
The reliability of the equations developed was deternlined by 
comparing the computed values of incoming radiation with measured 
values at Davis, California 1 and for the Republic of Venezuela 
(Servicio de Meteorologia., 1965). 
IData furnished by Professor W. O. Pruitt to Professor J. E. Christiansen. 
For comparison, the formulas developed in this study and 
for.mulas developed by Fitzpatrick (1965), Black (1954), Glover and 
McCulloch (c ited by Fitz patrick, 1965) Morton {1965}, and Bennett 
(1965) were applied to Venezuelan incoming solar radiation stations. 
(83 pages) 
xiii" 
INT RODU eTlON 
The anlount of solar radiation reaching the earth's surface at 
any particular place and for any lapse of time has many important 
applications such as in Agriculture, Meteorology, Industry and so 
forth. From the Agricultural point of view incoming solar radiation 
or insolation is related to evaporation and evapotranspiration. Many 
formulas have been developed in order to estimate evaporation and 
evapotranspiration as a function of solar radiation (Turc, 1961; Pruitt, 
1961; Jensen, 1963; Lane, 1965; 11ortcn, 1965; Christiansen, 1967). 
In these equations solar ra.diation is considered the main source of 
energy for cOn1puting evaporation and evapotranspiration. Both solar 
radiation and evaporation or evapotranspiration can be expressed in 
the same units such as inches per day. However, solar radiation 
data are not always available at every place where an estin1.ation of 
evaporation or evapotranspiration is needed. 
The analys is of information from solar radiation stations has 
shown that there is a satisfactory relationship between incoming solar 
radiation and other clim.atological data such as percent of possible 
sunshine, sky cover, etc., and extraterrestrial radiation. 
The empirical procedure used by Christiansen (1966, 1967) to 
develop evaporation and evapotranspiration formulas as a function of 
2 
extraterrestrial radiation and climatological variabl~s has been applied 
to the development of fC:.llnulas for estim.ating incomi.ng solar radiation 
in this thesis. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this elnpirical solar radiation study are: 
1. To develop equaticns for incorLling solar radiation based on 
extraterrestrial radiation, climatological data, aDd geographical 
paratnete rs. 
2. To find a relationship between sunshine and sky cover. 
Such a relation can be used to estim.ate sunshine for use in formulas 
for solar radiation for locations where neither sunshine nor incoming 
radiation data are available. 
3. To find the individual effect of each climatic pararneter on 
the ratio of inconl..ing solar radiation to extraterrestrial radiation. 
These effects are to be expressed as coefficient Jor .each parameter. 
4. To test the reliability of the empirical radiation equations 
by comparing computed values with ITleasured values of incotning solar 
radiation in the United States and in Venezuela. 
5. To compare the formulas developed in the present study 
with some of the formulas cited in the literature review. 
DEFINiTION OF TERMS 
Incoming. Solar Radiaticl1 
Incorning solar radiat~on, global or total racil.ation, or 
insolation is the arrlOlHlt of solar energy that reaches the earth's 
surface (short wave radiation 0.1 to O. 75 ~). It is made up of direct 
and diffused radiation andm.ay be expres~ed in cal/cm2 /day on a 
horizontal surface (langleys p8r day) or as eql.7.ivalent dei?th of 8vap-
oration per day in inches or nun. 
Extrater re s trial Rad iation 
Extraterrestrtal radiation, theoretical radiation, or potential 
insolation is the amount of solar energy that reaches the outer atm.os-
phel'e. It is ex.pressed in the saITle units as incoming solar radiation. 
Solar Radiation Constant 
The solar r2.cliation constant is the amount of solar radiation at 
normal incidence upon a surface at the outer extrem.ity of the earth's 
atmosphere whe~ the earth is at the mean distan~e frorn tne sun. It is 
est i rna ted at 2. 0 cal / c rn 2 / rn in. 
Sunshine PercentaK..~ 
Sunshine percentage is the mean percentage of possible bright 
sunshine as reported by the U. S. Weather Bureau (1964). It can be 
expressed in decimal form, i. e., 80% = 0.80. 
Sky Cover 
Sky LeVel" or cloud cover is the fraction of the sky that is 
covered by clouds. It is reported in tenths (U. S.A.) or in eights 
(Latin American countries), 
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LITERA TURE REVIEVr 
Several investigators have st~died the clirnatological data-solar 
rad iat iOD re latio:ls hip in an attelTIpt to compensate for lack of solar 
radiation information. These studies have included both theoretical 
and en1.pirical procedure s. 
Bennett (1964; p. 2J8) sUttes: 
Efforts to compute incorrling solar radiation based 
on theor~tical knowledge of the phys ical D'lodification of 
solar energy by the attnosphere have produced uncertain 
results. 
Attempts to predict incorning solar radiation frOlTI 
ernpirically establi.shcd !"elattonships, as a rule, have 
been morc rewarding than those built upon theoretical 
cons iderations. 
Radiation Formulas Using Incoming Solar Radiation 
in a Cloudless Day 
~ngstroITl' s fortnula 
One of the earliest works related to the estiITlation of solar 
radi8.tion froITl climatological data \-vas published by Angstrom in 
1924 (cited by H. Mass(..n, 1966) who suggested the existance of a 
relationship between daily values of sunshine duration and incoITling 
solar radiation. He proposed the following formula: 
Ra :: Ro (a + b Sh/Sho) ( 1 ) 
where 
Ra ::: intensity of inconling solar :i.~ad~ation in langleys per 
day for a particular day. 
Ro .- intensity of incoming solar radiation during a cloudless 
day in langleys per day. 
Sh ::: duration of sunshine in hours £01' a particular day. 
Sho ::: theoretical value of the sunshine duration corresponding 
to Ro , in hours, equivalent to day length. 
a and b are constants for a gi.ven region. 
As can be seen, before the above expression can be used to 
estimate incanling solar radiation at any place and time, the radiation 
for a cIoudless d2.y for the specific location and time of year must be 
known, or estimated fronl re liable data. 
Fritz and MacDonald's formula 
Fritz and MacDc1nald, 1949 (cited by Waggoner, 1965) published 
the follow ing elnpirical iormula: 
Ra ::: Ro (0. 35 + O. 6 1 S) (2) 
where 
Ra and Ro have the same meaning as in Angstrom's equation. 
S :: ratio of the number of hours of sunshine instrurnentally 
recorded to total number of possible sunlight hours. 
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Radic:.tion Furm.I1.1as Using Extraterrestrial Radiation 
BlackS s form.ula 
Black, '1959 (cited by Waggoner, 1965) related incolning solar 
radiation to extraterrestrial radiation and sky cover and proposed the 
following forrnula: 
Ra = Rt (0.803 - 0.340 SKC - 0.456 SKC2) (3) 
where 
Ra = incorning daily solar radiation in langleys per day. 
Rt == extraterrestrial radtation in langleys per day. 
SKC = sky cover in tentbs. 
Glover and lvIcCullock's form.ula 
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Glover and McCulloch, 1958 (cited by Fitzpatrick, 1965) exam.ined 
daily, every tenth day, and mo~thly data over a year (1940) frorna 
tropical station, (1° 16' S. 36° 45' E) at 6000 ft., using the following 
Ilnec-.r regre s s ion: 
Ra = Rt (a + b Sh/Sho) ( 4) 
where 
Ra = incoming solar radiation. 
Rt = extraterrestrial radiation. 
Sh = duration of bright sunshine. 
Sho = day length. 
a = a function of latitude. 
o = latitude i.n degrees. 
They found that 
a = 0.29 cos ¢, and 
b = 0.52. 
There formula was, therefore, 
Ra = Rt (0.29 cos 0 + 0.52 Sh/Sho) (5 ) 
Fitzpatrick' s for~ul~ 
Fitzpatrick (1965) has proposed a hyperbolic type of relation 
expressed in the following way: 
Ra == Rt [(0.385 Sh/Sno + 0.375) 
- 0.0042 / (Sh/Sho + O. 0154)] 
lvIorton's formula 
Morton (1965) has presented a formula for incoming solar 
radiation as follows: 






Bennett (1965), using incoming solar radiation data from the United 
States and through regression analysis, developed the following formula 
for estimating solar radiation at 10cati.onD lacking of this information: 
Ra = 0.001 Rt [(201.8 + 0.003658 E) 
+ S (2.755 - 0.000308 E + 3.201 cos ~)J (8 ) 
where 
Ra, Rt, 'P, and S have the Dame meaning as defined before. 
E = elevation in feet. 
Bennett (1964), using the same procedure, has developed specific 
regression equations for 10 locati0ns in the United States. 
Formula Using Average In~oming Solar Radiation 
Jensen and Haise l s formula 
Jensen and Haise (1965) have proposed an expression for incoming 
sola!" radiation 
Ra = Ra + Kss (SKC - SKC) (9) 
where 
Ra = four-week long-time moving average solar radiation 
for the period. 
Kss = corrccti.')n coefficient. 
SKC =tnean sky cover from sunrise to sun3et in teeths. 
SKC = four-week long-time moving average of sky cover for 
the per iod in question. 
Ra = incoming solar radiation. 
The correction coefficient is expressed as a linear function of Ra as 
follows: 
where 
Kss = a + b Ret. (10) 
a and b are constants that reflect the type of sky cove r at a 
location and its effect on solar radiation. 
(Values of a and b computed by Jensen at:d Raise will be pub-
lished in aU. S. D. A. te chnical bul'letin. ) 
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DATA AND PROCEDURE 
For the atudy presented here, average monthly values of 
climatological data and incoming solar radiation data were obtained 
irom the U. S. Weather Bureau, National Sllmmary for the year 1964, 
at 32 stations. A list of all stations is given in Tables 1 and 5, and 
shown in Figure 1. 
The data were punched in IBM computer cards and processed 
in the following forms: 
1. Incoming solar radiation, Ra in langleys, as measul'ed 
by the Eppley Pyrhcliometer. 
2. Extraterrestrial solar radiation, Rt in same units as Ra. 
3. Percent of relative sunshine, S. 
4. Sky cover, SKC in tenths, (clear = 0, cloudy = 10). 
5. Elevation, E in feet. 
6. Mean r.elative humidity, H, percentage • 
. Dimensional Expression 
The mathematical expression proposed can be written by the 
simple equation 
Ra = Rt K C (11) 
. 13 
where 
Ra = incomin6 solar radiation. 
Rt = extraterrestrial radiation. 
K = dime.nsionless constant found empirically from the 
processing of the data. 
C = dimensionless coefficient relation to climatic para-
meters. 
The product of K and C represents the ratio of the solar energy 
reaching the earth l s surface to that recei:;ed at the outer atmosphere; 
C is a product of subcoefficients which are Llr!ctions of specific climatic 
parameters that are found to have a signifi.cant effect on incoming solar 
radiati0n. 




' CSKC ' and Cs represent the coefficien.ts for elevation, 
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sky cover and sunshine, respectively. 




is sky cover coeffici.ent to be used with the sl..nshine 
coeffic ient, CS' 
Each coefficient is expressE;d by an equation that was found to 
best fit the data from which the equations \verc developed. 
Procedure 
.,. 
The' procedure followed in this study was that used by Christiansen 
(1966, 1967) to develop his evaporation and evapotranspiration equations. 
In brief, it cons ists of tabulating the monthly average incoming solar 
radiation, extraterrestrial radiation for the month, the monthly average 
sky cover, the monthly average pc:rcent of relative sunshine, the 
average mean relative humidity, and the elevation. The first step was 
to divide the incoming solar radiation by extraterrestrial radiation 
and make this ratio a function of sunshine. 
Ra/Rt = f (S) 
For example from. Figure 2, 
.., 




K C :: Ra/Rt S S 
KS Cs = 0.2134+ 0.668 S - 0.16 S2 
S :: 0.80, Cs = 1.0 
KS :: 0.2134 + 0.668 (0.80) - 0.16 (0.80)2 
KS :: O. 2134 + O. 5344 - O. 1024 :: O. 6454 
2 
Cs = O. 328 + 1. 04 S - O. 25 S 
The second step was to make the ratio: 





:: o. 97 + O. 00003 E 
15 
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This is the sanl.~ value for C
E 
used by Christiansen (196'6) in his 
evc:poration and evaputranspiration equations. The sa.me p10cedure 
was 'applied for every parameter that was considered to have a possib1e 
effect on incorning solar radiation. 
Procedure to Find Suns hine as a Function 
of Sky Cover 
FrolTI the original data, sunshine and sky cove:- valt::.cs were 
tabulated; first according to sL~nshine and then according to sky cover. 
Two Separate sets of results were obtained, plotted, and the best fit 
curve found was a second degree equation. 
COlnpar~son of Formulas 
Formulas (3), (5), (8), (9)' (10), and the four forrnulas developed 
were applied to the data from 18 incoming solar radiation stations in 
Venezuela. 
To achieve objective 5, a cornpute r program. was made up for 
the data arranged according to month. 
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Table 1. List of solar radiation stations 
Name No. State Latitude Longitude Elevation 
Alburquerque 1 New Mexico 35 0 031 1060 37' 5310 
Atlanta 2 Georgia 33 0 39' 84° 25' 975 
Bismark 3 North Dakota 46 0 46' 1000 45' 1650 
Boston 4 Mas sachusetts 420 21' 71 ° 04' 15 
Brownsville 5 Texas 25° 54' 97° 24' 16 
Cape Hatteras 6 North Carolina 35° 151 750 40' 9 
Charleston 7 South Carolina 32 0 541 800 02' 41 
Cleveland 8 Ohio 41 0 241 81 ° 51' 787 
Columbia 9 l.;[is souri 380 58' 920 22' 778 
Dodge City 10 Kan3as 37° 46' 99° 58' 2594 
East Lans ing 17 Mi.chigan 42° 421 84° 301 852 
Ely 11 Nevada 39° 17' 1140 51' 6257 
Fort Worth 12 Texas 320 50' 97° 03' 544 
Fresno 13 California 36° 46' 119° 421 331 
Grand Junction 14 Colorado 390 07' 1080 32 1 4849 
G:reat Falls 15 lvIontana 47° 29' 111° 211 3664 
Indianapolis 16 Indiana 39° 441 84° 16' 793 
Little Rock 18 Arkansas 34° 441 .92° 14' 257 
Los Angeles 19 California 33° 56' 1180 23' 312 
Nashville 20 Tennessee 360 071 86° 411 577 
Ne ... v Omaho 21 Nebraska 41 ° 17' 95° 57' 13Z3 
IklahoITla City 22 Oklahoma 35 0 24' 97° 36' 1280 
Phoenix 23 Arizona 33° 26 1 112° 011 1109 
Portland 24 Maine 43° 39' 70° 19' 61 
Rapid City 25 South Dakota 44° 02' 103° 03' 3165 
Salt Lake City 26 Utah 40 0 42' 1110 55' 4220 
San Antonio 27 Texas 29 0 241 99? 26 1 792 
Sault Ste Mar i ~ 28 Michigan 46°281 84° 221 721 
Seattle 29 Washington 470 271 122° 18 1 - 14 
Shreveport 30 Louisiana 320 30' 93° 471 252 
Tucson 31 Arizona 32° 15 1 110° 57 1 2534 
Washington 32 D. C. 380 50' 760 57' 14 


























PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
The results of this study are shown in Figures 2 to 7 and Tables 
2, 3, 4a, 4b, and 7. 
Development of Solar Radiation For!'nulas 
Sunshine coefficient 
Figure 2 shows the relation between the ratio of incom.ing solar 
radiation to theoretical radiation and percent of sunshine. Each point 
represents the centroid for 12 values arranged according to percentage 
of sunshine. Tbis figure was used in order to determ.ine the sunshine 
c;oefficient C
S
' The equation of the line that best fits the data is: 
Ra / R t = O. 21 34 + O. 668 S - O. 1 6 S 2 (12 ) 
assuming that 
KS Cs = O. 2134 + O. 688 S - O. 16 S2 
For 




I(S (1) = 0.2134 + 0.668 (0.80) = 0.16 (0.80) 
KS = 0.2134 + 0.5344 - 0.1024 = C. 6454 
2 
C S = o. 328 + 1. 04 S - O. 25 S 
Elevation coefficient 
(13 ) 
The effect of elevation on the developITlent of the radiation. 
formulas is shown in Figure 3. Each point represents the centroid 




KE CE = O. 97 + O. 00003 E 








:: O. 97 + O. 00003 E (15 ) 
which says that there is a linear relation between incom.i.ng solar 
radiation and elevation. 
The effect of oky cover on incoming solar radiation was determined 
under two different cOlJ.ditions. First with a coefficient for sunshine and 
second without a coefficient for sunshine. 
Sky cover coefficient wit~ 
sunshine coefficient 
Figure 4 shows the iilfluence of sky cover on the ratio Ra/ 
(KS KE Rt Cs CE ) which contains the sunshine t:oefficient. Each point 
represents the centroid of 12 v·alues. The data were arr2.nged according 
to sky cover. The equation of the line that hest fits the relation is: 
Ra/(KS KE Rt Cs CE ) = 0.94 + 0.22 SKC 







KSK.CS CSKCS = 0.94 + 0.22 SKC - 0,2 SKC 
SK C = O. 5; C SI<: CS = 1. 0 
KSKCS(l) = 0.94 + 0.22 (0.5) + 0.2 (0.25) - 1. 0 
CSKCS = 0.94 + 0.22 SKC - 0.2 SKC
2 




Figure 5 shows the effect of sky cover on incom.ing solar radiation 
without a sunshine coefficient. Each point represents the centroid of 12 
values. The data were arranged according to sky cover. The equation 
that be st fits the data is: 
2 
RA/KS KE Rt CE ) = 1.00 + 0.32 SKC - 0.9 SKC (18) 
Assuming. that 
KSKC CSKC = 1. 00 + O. 32 SI<'C - O. 9 SKC
2 
For 
SKC = 0.0; CS1{C::: 1.0 
then 
therefore 
CSKC = 1. 00 -,. O. 32 SKC - O. 9 SI<'C
2 (19 ) 
Hundd ity effect. 
Figure 6 a sho\vs that the mean relative humidity does not have 
a perceptible effect on incoming solar radiation, due to the lack of 
slope of the best fit line. Figure ob, 6c, and 6d reinforce the above 
statem.ent. 
Sunshi.ne - sky cover relationshiE, 
The relationship between percentage of sunshine and sky cover 
is shown in Figure 7. Each point represents the centroid of 12 values. 
The pOints represented by &.S were obtained by arranging the data 
according to sunshine, and the points represented by 0 were obtained 
by arranging the data according to sky cover. The equation of the line 
that be st fits the data is: 
23 
24 
S = 100 - 1.6 SI{C - O. 84 SKC2 (20) 
Radiation formulas 
As a result of the procedure that has been followed, four forrnulas 
for computing incoming solar radiation were deve) oped. 
. ~ 
RAPl = K R · C C 1 t S E 
where 
Kl = KS KE 
K2 = KS· K E KSKC 
K3 = KS KE KKSCS 
K4 ~ · KS KE 





The reliability of the formulas was tested \vith .measured values 
of incorning solar radiation. An evaluation o(the comparisons is 
presented in Tables 2, 3, 4a, and 4b. 
Table 2 shows the nleasured values of incolning solar rac:iation 
expre s sed as equivalent depth of evaporation, in inche s, for the 32 
solar radiation stations in the United State s. The forn1.ulas that best 
fit the :measured values can be expressed as fellows: 
For values of Rt cOITlputed frorn a solar constant of 1.94 
call cm2 I mi n. 
RAPl = o. 6399 Rt Cs C E 
RAP2 = 0.6514 Rt CSKC CE 
RAP 3 _. O. 6406 Rt Cs CS1{CS CE 
RAP4 = O. 6489 Rt CSC CE 
For values of Rt computed irom. a selar constant of 2.0 
call CIYl
2 / min. 
RAPI - 0.6236 Rt Cs CE 
RAP2 = O. 6348 Rt C SKC C E 









RAP4 = 0', 6235 Rt Csc CE (32) 
Con1.parisol1 of lv1easured and Computed Radiation 
at Davis, California 
A comparison of the .measured and computed values of incoming 
solar radiation in langleys per day, using Equation {21} with Kl = 
0.6399, for Davis, CaHfornia, is presented in Table 3. The overall 
ra.tio of actual to computed radiatior! was 1.018 as given. A better fit 
for Davis, therefore, would be 
RAPl ::. 0.6514 Rt C C 
. S E (33 ) 
for value s of Rt computed frorn a solar constar.Lt of 1. 94 call cm 2/ min. , 
and 
RAP 1 = O. 6319 Rt Cs CE ( 34) 
for values of Rt computed from a solar constant of 2.0 cal! cm2 / min. 
Compar~son of Measured and Computed 
Radiation for Venezuela 
Tables 4a and- 4b show the meas:J.red and computed values of 
incoming solar radiation for 18 solar radiation stations in Venezuela. 
The overa:lL-ratios of actual to complited radiation for the four formulas 
26 
were 0.996, 1. 0·18, 1. 012, and 1. 067 respectively. A better fit could 
be obtained withm.odified values of I<1' K 2 , K 3 , and K4 as given in the 
Equ:at'Lo.ns( 35) to (42). 
For valucs of Rt computed from a solar constant of 1.94 
call em 2 I min. , 
RAPl = 0.6237 Rt Cs CE 
RAP2 == O. 6828 Rt CSKC CE 
RAP3 == O. 6486 Rt Cs CSKCS CE 
RAP4 == 0.6929 Rt CSC CE 
For va.lues of Rt cornputed from a solar constant of 2.0 
call cm2 Imin. , 
RAPl = 0.6236 Rt Cs C E 
RAP2 == 0.6348 Rt CSKC CE 
RAP3 == O. 6243 Rt Cs CSKCS CE 











Comparison of Several Formulas for Computing 
Radiation for Venezuela 
Table 7a in the appendix shows a comparison between .measured 
values of incoming solar radiation, in langleys per day, for January 
(Month 1) and the values from the four fornlulas developed here and from 
the formulas given by Equativns (3), (5), (6), (7), and (8) as cited in 
the literature review. The notation on !?age xi gives the rneaning cf the 
, 
symbols used in the tables. Tables 7b to 71 give siITlilar comparisons 
for the other months. As can be seen in the last part of Table 71, the 
overall ratio and the overall mean absolute error show how well the 
values computed frotTI the four formulas developed in this stpciy agree 
with the actual values in compariGon with the values obtained with the 
other formulas. 
It was gratifying to note that the two forITlulas developed he re, 
using sunshine as a parameter, fitted the Venezuelan data somewhat 
better than any of those cited in the literature. Formulas based on 
sky cover [Equations (3), (22), and (24)] are not as good for estimating 
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Table 2ao Average monthly values of measured and computed incoming solar radiation, for 
32 solar radiation stations in the United States, iri--e-quivalent depth of evaporation, 
i!1 inches 
Month Ra RAPI Error RAP2 Error Inches IncheD Inches 0/0 Inches Inches % 
January 4.13 4.13 O. 00 0.00 4.25 -0.12 -2.91 
February 5. 52 5.31 O. 21 3. 81 5.45 +0.07 + 1.27 
March 8.57 7.85 0.72 8.42 7.73 +0.84 +9.80 
April 9.88 9. 72 O. 16 1.62 9. 53 +0. 35 +3.45 
May 11. 73 11.58 O. 15 1. 28 11. 27 +0.46 +3.92 
June 12.02 12.21 -0.19 -1. 58 12.05 -0.03 -0.25 
July 12.34 12.59 -0.25 -2.06 12.42 -0.08 -0.65 
August 11. 02 1·1. 22 - O. 19 -1.72 11. 11 -0.09 -0.82 
September 9. 00 9. 13 -0.13 -1.45 9. 33 -0.33 -3.67 
October 6.75 6.96 - O. 21 - 3. 11 7.16 -0.41 - 6. 08 
November 4.75 50 01 -0.26 -5.48 5. 19 -0.44 -9.25 
December 3.92 3.95 - 00 03 -0.77 4.15 -0.23 -5.86 
Sum 99. 63 99.65 2. 50 31. 30 99.63 3.45 47.92 
Average 8. 30 




Table 2b. Average monthly values of measured and com.puted incoming solar radiation, for 
32 solar radiation stations in the United States, in equivalent depth of evaporation, 
in inches 
Month Ra RAP3 Error F~AP4 Error Inches Inches Inches % Inches Inches % 
January 4.13 4.13 +0.00 +0. 00 4. 15 -0. 02 -0.49 
February 5.52 5.32 +0.20 +3.62 5.36 +0.16 +2.90 
March 8. 57 7.86 +0. 71 +8.29 7.62 +0.95 + 11. 20 
April 9.88 9.74 +0.14 +1.41 9.44 +0,44 +4.45 
May 11. 73 11. 58 +0.15 +1.28 11. 22 +0. 51 +4.34 
June 12.02 12.22 -0.20 -1. 66 12. 11 +0.09 +0.75 
July 12.34 12.59 -0.25 -2.22 12. 51 -0.17 -1.38 
August 11. 02 11. 19 -0.17 -1. 54 11.22 -0.20 -1.80 
September 9. 00 9. 09 - O. 09 -1.00 9.48 -0.48 -5.43 
October 6.75 6~ 97 -0. 22 - 3.26 7. 19 -0.44 -6.52 
November 4.75 5. 01 -0.26 -5.48 5.20 -0.45 -9.52 
December 3.92 3.95 -0.03 -0.76 4.13 -0.21 -5.45 
Sum 99.63 99. 65 2.42 30.47 99.63 4. 12 54.06 
Average 8. 30 





Table 3. Comparati"'(,"e average monthly values of rneasurec! and com-
puted incon1.ing solar radiation in langleys per day at Davis, 
California, (elevation = 50 feet, latitude 38.54°) for the period 
July 1959 to J'.lne 1961 
Sun- Rt Ra RAPI Raj Error 
Month shine Langley Langley Langley Langley 
0/0 per day per day per day RAPl per day % 
July 100 994.9 709 691.46 1.025 +17.55 +2.47 
August 98 901. 8 625 620.70 1.007 +4.30 +0.69 
Septembe r 95 749.2 446 507.83 0.878 -61.83 -13.86 
October 91 571. 3 380 379. 07 1.002 +0.92 +0.24 
November 94 424.7 282 286. 37 0.985 -4. 37 -1. 55 
December 82 357.8 198 225.25 0.879 -27.25 -13.76 
J8.nuary 47 391.2 175 185.21 0.945 -10. 21 -5.83 
February 67 508.9 297 288.70 1.029 +8. 30 +2.80 
March 60 676. 3 388 362.40 1.071 +25.60 ---r 6. 60 
April 82 845. 3 476 532. 15 1.082 +43.85 +7.61 
May 83 964.6 670 611.02 1. 096 +58.98 +8.80 
June 1CO 1015.6 750 705.84 1.062 +44:.16 +5.89 
July 99 994.9 693 688. 10 1. 007 +4.90 +0.71 
August 100 901.8 636 626.75 1. 015 +9.25 +1.45 
September 95 749.2 505 507.83 0.994 -2.83 ~0.56 
October 95 571.3 354 387.24 0.914 -33.24 ~9. 93 
Novernber 55 424.7 207 217.65 0.951 -10.65 -5. 14 
December 50 357.8 167 174.71 0.956 -7.71 -4.62 
January 18 391. 2 140 122.94 1.139 +17.06 +12.19 
February 67 508.9 298 288.70 1.032 +9.30 +3.12 . 
March 67 676.3 382 383.66 0.996 -1. 66 -0.44 
April 92 845.3 573 563.94 1.016 +9.06 +1.58 
:tvIa y 87 964.6 673 625.77 1.075 +47.23 +7.09 
June 94 1015.6 735 684.10 1.074 +50.90 +6.93 
SUlll 10,859 10667.39 511.11 123.36 
Average 79.9 700. 1 452.- 46 444.47 1.018 
Mean absolute 21.30 5. 16 
error 
Table 4a. Average values of tneasured and computed incoming solar radiation in langleys per 
day for 18 solar radiation stations in Venezuela (for Rand R ) 1 Z 
Rt S SKC Ra RA~l Ra/ Error H.APZ Ra/ Error 
r.ro. Langleys % tenths Langleys Langleys RAPl Langleys % Langleys RAPZ Langl~ys 0/0 
per day per day per day per day per day per Gay 
,~ --
1 865."7 71.7 5.85 496.3 493.15 1.006 +3.15 +0.64 463.51 1.071 +32.79 +6.61 
2 878.6 58.77.10 513.1 479.07 1.071 +34.04 +6.63 439.55 1.168 +73.55 +14.33 
3 877.7 61.5 6. 15 464~ 1 504.45 0.920 -40.35 -8.69 501.72 0.925 -37.62 -8.11 
6 881.9 66.76.70 469.9 487.30 0.964 -17.40 -3.71 440.56 1.067 +29.34 +6.24 
8 875.8 72.2 5.38 534.7 503.46 1.062 +31.24 +5.84 490.42 1.090 +53.28 +9.96 
9 877. ,6 63.0 5.41 444.5 469.35 0.947 -24.85 -5.59 490.62 0.906 -46.12 -10.38 
10 LJ 74.8 78.9 4.51 547.3 525.07 1.042 +22.23 +4.06 514.04 1.065 +33.26 +6.08 
11 877.5 61.1 5.89 482.5 463.70 1.040 +t8.80 +3.90 474.47 1.017 +8.03 +1.66 
12 877.4 62.56.59 534.0 477.77 1.117 +56.23 +10.53 437.83 1.220 +96.17 +18.,01 
1.3 878.2 66.1 6.46 503.3 501.28 1.004 +2.02 +4.02 462.76 1.087 +40. S4 +8.05 
14, 879.2 59.1 6.20 381.3 456.66 0.835 -75.36 -19.76 461.35 0.826 -80.05 -20.99 
16 881..2 56.4 8.28 520.3 510.50 1. 019 +9.80 +1.88 402.61 1.292 :·+117: 69 +22.62 
17 877.7 67.76.23 591.3 485.61 1.218 +105.69 +17.87 455.50 1.298 +135.80 +22.97 
18 884.7 57.67.29 407.5 452.80 0.900 -45.30 -11.12 404.83 1.006 +2.67 +0.66 
,}9 882.3 50.4 7.74' 423.5 437.23 0.968 -13.73 -3.24 399.99 1.058 +23.52 +5.55 
20 882.2 62.1 6.34 404.8 468.66 0.864 -63.86 -15.78 451.86 0.896 -47.06 -).1.63 
21 885.5 52.6 6.70 462.5 470.44 0.983 -7.94 -1.78 481.34 0.961 -18. 84 ~4. 07 
22 88 3. 0 5 3. 9 6. 96 42 O. 8 442. 8 8 o. 9 5 0 - 2 2. 08 - 5. 25 4'3 3. 6 a o. 97 0 - 1 2. 8 a - 3. 04 
Sum. 8629.33 594. '07 130.29 8206.56 889.13 180.96 
Av. 878.9 62.36.43 477.9 479.90 0.996 455.91 1.048 




Table 4b. Average values of measured and computed incoming solar radiation in langleys per day for 
18 solar radiation stations in Venezuela (for R3 and R 4) 
Rt S SKC Ra RAP3 Ra/ Error R.l\P4 Ra/ Error No. Langleys 0/0 h Langleys Langleys RAP3 Langleys % Langleys R P4 Langleys 0/0 per day tent s per day per day A_ .. , per day per day per day 
1 865.7 71.7 5.85 496.3 492.98 1. 007 +3. 32 +0.67 459.71 1.079 +36.59 +7.37 
2 878.6 58.77.10 513.1 476.90 1. 076 +36.20 +7.0.13 426.94 1.201 +86.16 +16.79 
3 877.7 61.56.15 446. 1 504.20 0.885 -58.10 -13.02 4<)6.01 0.899 - 49. 91 -11.] 9 
6 881.9 66.7 6.70 469.9 486.33 0.966 -16.43 -3.50 431.66 1.088 +38.24 +8.17 
8 875.8 72.2 5. 38 534.7 503.70 1. 061 +31.00 +5.80 489.48 1. 092 +45.22 +8.46 
9 877.6 63.0 5.41 444.5 469.86 O. 946 -25.36 -5.?1 489. 38 0.908 -44.88 -10.10 
10 874.8 78. 9 4. 51 547.3 424.99 1.287 +122.31 +22.35 518.13 1. 056 +29.17 +5.33 
11 877.5 61. 1 5.89 482.5 464.10 1.040 +18.40 +3.81 470.57 1.025 + 11. 93 +2.47 
12 877.4 62.5 6.59 534. 0 166.28 1. 143 +67.72 +12.68 429.25 1.244 +104.75 +19.62 
13 878.2 66. 1 6.46 503.3 500.03 1.006 +3.27 +6.51 454.79 1. 106 +48.51 +9.64 
14 879.2 59. 1 6.20 381.3 456.46 O. 835 -75.16 -19.72 455. 39 0.837 -74.09 -19.43 
16 881.2 56.48.28 520.3 503.20 O. 994 +l7.10 +3.29 3--/l). 86 1. 381 +143.44 +27.56 
17 877.7 67.76.23 59'1. 3 485.24 1. 218 +106.06 +17.94 449. 36 1. 316 +141.94 +24.01 
18 884.7 57.67.29 407.5 499.21 0.907 -41. 71 -1. 02 389.63 0.956 +17.87 +4.39 
19 882.3 50.4 7.74 423.5 433.43 O. 977 -9.93 -2.34 382.89 1.106 +40.61 +9.59 
20 882.2 62. 1 6. 34 404.8 467.37 o. 866 -62.57 -15.46 444.'73 0.910 -39.93 -9.86 
21 885.5 52. 6 6. 70 462.5 469.76 O. 984 -7.26 -1. 57 471.78 0.980 -9.28 -2. 01 
22 883. 0 53.9.6'.96 420.8 441.47 O. 953 -20.67 -4.91 42Z.71 0.995 -1.91 -0.46 
Sum. 8495.51 722.57 147.35 8059.27 964.43 196.45 
Av. 878.9 62. 3 6. 43 477.9 471.97 1.012 447.47 1.067 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study reported in thi.s thesis was to develop 
eUlpirical formulas to estimate incoming solar radiation based on the 
relationship between incomi.ng solar radiation and extraterrestri.al 
radiation, climatological data and geographical parameters. 
41 
The pr,)cedure used by Christiansen (1966, 1967) to develop his 
evaporation and evapotransptration formulas was applied to data from. 
32 solar radiation stations in the United States. From these data a 
relatiorl between the percent3.ge of sunshine and sky cover in tenths was 
established. Four forn.1.ulas for estirnating incoming solar radiation, 
depending upon the type of climatological data available, were deve10ped. 
The results presented in Tables 2, 3, 4a, and 4b, where the mea;'l 
absolute errQr is less than, or in the neighborhood of 10%, show how 
well the Uleasured and computed values of i:lcorning solar radiation agree. 
The outcor!1.e of this study gives evidence for the following con-
clus ions: 
1. There is a satisfactory relation between incoming solar 
radiation and extraterrestrial radiation, ge.ographic paraUleters, and 
climatological data. Incoming solar radiation can, therefore, be 
estimated as a function of c1i:matological inforrnat ion. 
2. The results of this study, together with the comparison of 
42 
other formulas, indicate that sunshine is a better parameter for estimating 
incon1ing solar radiation than sky cover. For V2nezuela the best results 
\7ere obtained when both sunshine ana sky cover data were applied, using 
Equations (29) and (31). 
3. There is a fair relationship bet\veen percentage of sunshine 
and sky cover which can be used to estin1ate sunshine percentage. 
4. The procedure followed ha3 proveci to be reliable for 
estin1ating Lncorning solar radiation. 
5. The iormulas for estimating incoming solar radiation 
developed in this study using only data from the United States pro~led 
n10re reliable than the other formulas develop-=d by different procedures 
when they were applied. to Venezuelan data. 
6. The study indicated that hUn1idity had a negligible effect 
on incoming solar radiation. 
7. The elevation coeffic ient for incoming solar r2.di ation was 
the same as the elevation coeific ient for ~v2.poration found by Christian-
sen (1966). 
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APPENDIX 
Table Sa. CliITlatologica~ data of selected incoming radiation stations for January 1964 
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52 3'1 L:·h.2 71;, 
2.1 1 11.0 77 
37 25 30.9 65 
70 5u 6107 77 
54 39 lt6.lt 77 
59 39 L}9 • 2 7 :3 
:;8 25 31.3 80 
Jj 2L~ 31 • It 8 J 
38 20 28.8 81 
33 19 26 • 0 7'7 
32 6 19.0 71 
33 35 l.~l.~.l 7:5 
53 36 /~6.9 7h 
35 19 26 0 6 70 
31 1.5 22.8 66 
39 25 31.8 73 
h8 3t;. /';'J_.1 76 
63 l'r7 51~,.6 62 
47 33 l~O.O 84 
25 11 18.2 81 
L~4 28 36.:3 30 
59 33 48 0 5 63 
33 15 2307 76 
36 12 21~,.O 67 
33 18 25.6 79 
59 41 50~1 73 
24 12 18.2 83 
L~6 39 L;.2.2 72 
5!1 '>8 L' r' 9 ..,? r / f:Jo# I'~ 
59 35 46 0 8 58 
lfL~ 32 380? G8 
PJ) ,. r Ii SKC S ~a Rt 
rr.'·""h <i, T "r -j-n 
-!.} IV J..J" ~ 
5 ().2 i;..L!. 73 Ji.O 9.01 
15 11. 2 6.9 L:·6 201 9 0 L~l 
5 11 ,.. r? ;' I, " 1 t:.'9 r" c'" .... • D ( • c ty'-r ..J )e .J_J 


































10.:3 8.1 29 2l1'3 11<> 72 
11.5 509 '+7 256 809L~ 
8. 3 6. J 70 Zl 8 9 (\ 71 
10.5 8 0 8 12 98 7 .. 10 
10 .9 6 • 6 Lj./i. .uS L:, 7 .9.5 
ll~. 2 5. '7 60 2.59 8 .. 21 
13. ;. [3. :; 3L~ 115 6 .. 87 
11.7 7 ... 2 66 21.J9 7 • 75 
12.1 6.1 50 262 9 .. 70 
5.7 6.1~ 7;~ 199 G.53 
6.2 7.5 60 220 7.73 
8.9 6 .. J . 64 132 5. :52 
9.6 707 l~5 lL~L:, 7.61 
6~6 705 34 186 9.11 
7.0 50 0 75 26l} 9.92 
8. L~ 8 .. 1 28 152 8.70 
11. J 6 .. 5 50 19 J 7 .. 1.5 
120 6 6 • .5 l.;'7 229 8. 39 
.5~ 8 J~ .• 9 94 297 9 • i~ 








9 .) . /
7 • .5 if 2 179 60 '39 
8.3 31-1- 181 7.32 
701 35 208 10 0 69 
8.6 22 120 5.6J. 
90 0 20 70 5.30 
6.7 51 217 9078 
Lj-.4 79 31-4 9 0 86 
701 L:6 1.59 ? • 8 ) H' • 
0". 
Table 5b. Climatological data of se~~ctnd ·~ncolning radiaUon stations for 'February 1964 
====::.:'=::::==-;::!,;. ... ~-.--. - ,----- - -
Station n2.me l,~ ,..., 'fX T~i TA 
of oF' 0F 
Albuquerque-- 1 ~B 25 36:-0-0- 5--. 
Atlanta 2 53 Y} L:j.8 
Bismark 3 23 6 Ih. J1-
Boston 4 42 28 
Brot .. -nsville .5 72 
Cape Hatteras 6 55 
Charleston 7 59 
Sleveland. 8 3.5 
Colurr~ia 9 35 
Dodge City 10 )'·t 
East Lansing 17 31 
Ely 11 ~ 
Foit Horth 12 53 
Fresno 1 J 51) 
Grand Ju.Y1 ctionL4 38 
Great Falls 15 33 
Inc.li3napolis 16 35 
Little Rock 18 L}8 
Lo~ Angeles 19 
Nashville 20 
Nell Omaha 21 
Oklahoma City 22 
Phoenix 23 
Portland 24 
Rapid City 25 
Salt Lake City 26 
San Antonio 27 
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1;'able SCt Climatological data of selected incom.i.ng radiation stations for March 1964 
...... . :- ."--::... .,;~~~~~ 


























Salt Lalce City 
San Antonio 




i'TD .. $ r..ineton D. C • 
~,!o. TX 1'1-1 'fA H PD ~'J 
of o~ o~ 1 ~D~ 
1 . -63 -.. 36 ~,9.9 .159 ~-~8: 6 
2 51 36 41.8 66 9 12.6 
3 2:9 11 20,,1 87 9 13.2 
'i' ll·O 26 32.7 62 7 6.7 
.5 73 56 6L+. 3 81 8 11. it 
6 Ll9 36 4205 63 13 1).1 
7 56 36 1.;.6 .. 3 67 13 10 • 3 
8 32 16 2~.O 77 17 11.2 
9 37 2l 28. 7 7L~ lL), 11.7 
10 L~5 21:- 3L~ .. 1 ?9 10 16.7 
I'i? 33 11 22.0 76 ILl 13.0 
11 53 25 39 .. ) 52 l.i· 11.0 
12 59 39 119 .1 68 7 1 J .. 2 
13 70 hl~ 56.8 6? L~ 6.7 
Ilj. .53 31 hZ. It .5l Co 8 .. 7 
15 l( 3 20 31. 3 58 6 9 • 6 
16 35 18 26.2 70 11 lOQO 
18 50 :3:3 hl. 3 67 9 9 .. 6 
19 71 53 62.0 69 3 5.9 
20 45 27 JO.3 75 I',} 8.6 
2.l 29 13 21. 0 79 
22 h9 31J. 39. 7 ,?L~ 
23 79 51 6 5.1 L~O 
2LJ. 36 19 27 .L~ 73 
25 39 I? 28.0 73 
26 5L} 31 1+2.5 63 
27 67 11·6 56.1 71 
28 27 9 18.2 73 
29 52 L~l 46.2 70 
30 .58 39 Ll-8. 5 Go 
31 77 45 . 61.0 31.~ 
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Table Sd. Climatological data of selected incoITling radiation statiUl1.a for April 1964 
....".....; . ia c .$Jr''' - • -, 'IfI-1iWI* ~~.~"",.~~~~~~~;;..~~ 
Statlonr.ame. lIo. (l'X lTI: ';:A 3. PD. \v SKC S P.a n.t 
of of of J{t mph ~ L,r In "j 1_ 
, ,~. ,) Albuque!~~~~------T ---- 43--57.9 do? {()-EJ, i7~11 73 24 ) '-;'00 02 
Atlanta 2 74 53 63.7 61 ? 10.0 " ,.., 64 L~31 17.21;, :;;.( 
Bismark 3 57 33 !.lj.2 57 5 16.7 605 63 1;-88 15.61 
Boston 4 56 ho h8.3 69 ILl- 12.2 7.4 53 37/-( 16.25 
E!"o Hns v ill e ' 5 82 65 73.6 79 3 1403 6.3 51 Lr~!.Q 17.84 
Cape Batt eras 6 69 56 62.1~ '17 7 12.9 1':",,7 66 580 1 7 .09 
Charleston 7 78 5h 65.8 68 8 8.9 h.,? 78 502 17.33 
Cleveland 8 63 J9 51.0 61 11 11}.8 3.0 52 332 16. J7 
Coluinbia 9 68 L~7 57 .. 3 62 11 13. J 7.C 52 L~48 16.63 
Dodge City 10 70 4~- 57.2 56 9 19.0 .5.3 80 562 17 .. 82 
East Lo.nsing 17 59 38 48.7 71 12 1408 8.0 42 335 l6,,26 
Ely 11 60 Y-6 43.2 £,;2 '? 11.9 5.5 63 598 16.64 
Fo rt Wo rt h 12 78 56 67.3 62 r'7 1 L' , 5.6 59 1.!t5J7 17.32 ( _).0 
Fresno 13 73 1+7 60 .. 1 58 ') 8 i, !.~'. 2 84 516 16093 ..-J .. -( 
Grand Junction 11+ 66 I~-O 53.1 32 3 10.L} 5.0 8Li. 576 16.65 
Great Falls 15 53 33 42.8 51 10 13.0 6.2 .55 4L~3 15 .. 50 
Ind.ianapolis 16 66 43 9·1.8 60 9 lO.L1 7.0 68 h29 16.59 
Lit.tle Roc~< 18 76 51.} 6lf .9 55 5 9f}7 .5.3 70 512 lrl.15 
Loa Angeles 19 75 55 65.3 63 2 6.9 3,,9 83 591 17. '59 
Nashville 20 7L~ 1.:8 6::'.0 63 ..., 8.4 5.8 70 5LL,L 17.00 / 
N e1': Omaha. 21 62 14·1 51.6 61 7 16.3 6 .. 2 62 1+65 16.39 
Oklar.oma City 22 '13 50 61.7 58 ! } 1.5.6 5'~8 57 .512 17 .. C? 
Phoenix 23 85 56 70.4 26 7.0 L~. :3 96 6 ,,;, .)"-. 17 .. 26 
Portland 24 52 33 42.1.J. 76 15 9.8 7.0 51 1.~05 16.06 
Rapid City 25 61 3'+ h7 • .5 52 .5 11.;"JJ. 6.9 57 .502 16 .. 01 
Salt Lake City 26 64 37 50.8 h8 9 9.2 5.7 77 529 16. L~6 
San Antonio 27 81 59 69.7 69 5 ll.3 6.5 51 J)J 17.61 
Sault st e Harle 28 46 30 37.6 80 17 10.4 7.9 40 368 15066 
Se0tt1e 29 59 L~ 5 52.4 65 13 9. lf 8., 46 389 15.50 
Shreveport 30 79 56 67 .. 3 61 6 12,,) 505 61 504 17035 
Tucson Jl 82 h9 65.7 23 0 9.8 3.5 95 687 17.37 
\lasr'ington D.C. ~~2 73 50 61.2 5h 7 1200 5.8 75 506 16.67 ~ 
...0 
Table 5e. Clirnacological t1c...':l <..£ selected inC'"'lnLl .1ft laOL"l. .:~-.,: :':t;t-:~t"'-9£or~,1ay: 1964 
=t:::= to. : = -t_ ~ -= 
Station name No. T"C" 
.1 .. fll'~ TA H PD ~J SKC S Ra. Rt 
of of of >'J :nDh % I? In 
Albuquc:tX!ue "6Lj',/1 "8."5 .~ 19 .. 69 1 78 r::1 28 3 L~t 2 til) 700 ..; ..... 
Atlanta 2 79 53 63.9 ~o 2 11.1 I ' 75 501.;. 19.69 
-".I L,~. b 
Dismark 3 70 42 56.2 5i-~ 8 12.8 6.2 77 610 19.22 
Boston 4 6"1 S2 59. '7 7J 13 11.0 7.8 ~LJ !-+45 19.1.;.'7 ..,. 
BroHnsville 5 85 69 76.9 78 3 13.1 5 .. 5 55 407 3..9" 6J~ 
Cape Hatteras 6 75 61 68.2 80 e 10.9 5 .. 2 68 6 ~:; 
.-I"" lQ,,68 
Charleston 7 84 61 72.2 66 ...., 9.3 4.9 81 578 19.69 { 
r.levsland 8 66 47 56.8 ,?Lj, 15 2.1.6 7.7 5i.;. Lia3 19.50 
C01Wllbia 9 75 51 62.8 67 11 ,.. .., .;...i • .i. l-} .. 9 73 5Y3 19 .. 60 
Dodge City 10 75 50 62.7 62 11 16.3 .5 i ~ ..." 75 632 19.63 
East Lan.s:i.r.g 17 (II Lib 56 .. It 75 ., ? 12.9 7 .. 7 C:(' l~lJ 19. ~'7 .LO --,v 
Ely ., , 
.L.L 68 32 50. J 33 L 10.4 6 .. ,) 35 ?OJ 19. )7 
Fu rt Vlo rt h 12 8J 6J. 62.0 65 r"J 11.4'01 ... ? 70 612 19.69 I ) ... -
Fresno 13 81 ~l 66 .. 1 L;,6 , 9.5 2.8 96 60l~, 19 .. 65 .J_. .1. 
Grand Ju.l1ction lL~ 75 1i·8 61. 1;, 28 5 10.1;. 5.6 73 6~? 19059 
Great Falls 15 63 41 52. :1 50 11 10.3 7.2 53 ~93 19.17 
Indianapo 1 is 16 68 li-9 5n .. B 76 14 8.5 7.2 53 i l "'1 1-,1-+-,- 190.58 
Little Rock 18 81 .56 68.~, 69 ,- 8.6 !"' '? 67 583 1(.; (,0 0 -.,; .. ". ,1 ....... / 
Lcs Angeles 2·9 7'/ 53 67.7 6Lj- 2 6.Lt ') 'I 80 632 19 .. 70 ..;" .~ 
Nashville 20 7B 51r 65.7 68 9 7.8 r' Lt, J •. ?G 552 19066 
Netv OmahQ 21 71 1.!-9 60 .l~ 61 12 13.2 5.7 66 5:;9 19.63 
Oklahoma City 22 77 56 66.5 60 / 11 1)1\2 5.2 65 605 19069 
Phoenix 23 93 63 ?'7.8 ?'> .-,.J 6 .. 8 2.5 98 721 19.69 
Portland 24 65 ;'~l.} 51+. Lj, 82 14 9.4 6.9 55 "1 ') .:-?- 19 .L~O 
Rapid City 25 71 L;,3 56.9 52 8 12.9 6.? 57 588 19.30 
Salt Lake City 26 74 lfl.j- 53.7 LJ.4 2 8.5 507 80 66~~ 19. 5L~, 
;3an Antonio 27 81f· 6L~ '7h.l 70 6 10.5 5.5 62 517 19.69 
Sault Ste Harie 28 61 1~2 .5J .• 6 75 ll~ 9.4 7.4 ~·2 414-5 19.24 
Se0-tt1c 29 62 49 55 .. ~, 7J 20 7., 8 • .5 26 }39 19.17 
Shreveport 30 SIt 59 71 .. 3 6'-+ 7 11.i.} 502 ?G 
. " 
.589 19.70 
Tucson 31 89 55 71.9 22 ., 9.2 1.9 97 7)-+9 19.70 .1. 
~1ashineton 32 7'~ 55 63.7 G6 "1 '> ll.1 7.0 47 4 !.;, I.} 19.59 ~- ..l..,,) UI 
0 
Table Sf. Climatological data of selected incorrting radiati.on stations for June 1964 
.:z::tt--... ::: l%E!_~::::::i mc:r~·!tt:tc:~J!:"'C:--"",~"""'·~.w.=..""":":.~tr...~~.·"·~~/-......a. .. :.m..~'''''''''~>~'''~"'Q''''''~~'';'''~~l;~·:\!tlr=: "'""= :=e. 
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San Antonio 



































TX TIvI TA H PD. \'J SKC 
of of of ~ moh 
91 62 - 76.6 - ~j~-2--7:'-:l"'6--3~.-6 
87 67 76.9 70 9 8.1 6.2 
7i..j. . 52 63.2 61 13 12.2 5.5 
78 61 69.6 64 10 11.8 5.6 
93 7l~ 82.9 76 4 10.1 4.5 
31 69 75.2 82 9 11.3 6.6 
87 68 77.5 83 9 7.8 6.7 
77 55 65.8 68 11 10.1 505 
83 61 72.1 72 15 9.5 6.8 
85 61 730) 6L~ 9 15.8 h.9 
75 53 63.8 70 12 11.8 6.2 
82 43 62.6 28 4 10.0 3.9 
91.~ 72 82.9 61 7 12. 7 ~ ~ 0 
97 63 80.0 39 0 7.8 1.L~ 
90 60 74.6 21 :3 18.7 3.4 
75 49 62.2 43 9 10.1 5.4 
79 58 68.5 74 12 7.7 6.1 
89 68 78.4 71 9 7.9 5.5 
?9 61 70.1 74 0 5.4 3.4 
86 6ij. 75.0 73 11 6.6 6.3 
77 59 68.0 71 14 lC.8 6.6 
38 67 77.3 68 10 13.0 4.8 
105 75 90.0 23 0 6.5 2.2 
75 53 6 J. 7 71~, 6 9. 3 5. 3 
78 53 65.7 60 14 12.tS 5.7 
88 51.j. 71.0 35 :3 7.8 3.8 
95 72 83.3 6h 3 9.8 
68 h6 57 • 3 7 5 15 8. 5 . 
70 53 61.6 66 4 7.0 
91 69 80.0 67 7 9.5 
100 67 83.5 21 2 8.4 
83 65 74.1 62 7 10.5 
4. I4o 













































































































,Table 5g. Climatological data of selectei,l inGoITling radiatLon stations for JU',',7 1 964 
~~ -.~~ ======~~==~==~=== 
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TX TI'l TA 5 PD t1 :iKe 5 Ra Rt 
c F" O!j' .oF:Ji mrh t/ r \T l'n .L' ;0 1'4~.J. f) .J..JJ 






























































































82 .. 9 
8600 
77.0 
69 4, '? ,,9 5 . e (,5 462 19 .. 9 7 
50 3 9" G Lj· .. l 88 655 19 0 83 
64 11 11 e if 5. 3 7'3 55-') 19 (> 9 5 
71,} L~ 10 0 J J. 8 89 612 19 .72 
82 13 9 .. 0 7 • 2 )6 589 20 000 
86 15 '7 • 2 7 .8 61 h~'7 19 .95 
7'3 9 8 • .5 [1.3 66 ,527 19 e 9(' 
72 7 7.9 509 75 559 20000 
59 6 13.8 h.8 70 599 20.00 
78 9 10.4 1+.4 80 931 19.95 
28 6 9. 9 5.1 79 617 20 .00 
65 10 11 .. 9 1~07 70 5~9 19.95 
74 0 7.6 2.1 95 555 20000 
l+8 3 11 .. 1 3.7 90 701 20.00 
5L~ 3 8.0 ;'0 5 33 617 19 .. el 
75 6 4.9 5.0 ? 5 557 20000 
75 8 6 .. 6 5.1 71 623 20.00 
76 0 5.5 1.9 90 652 19",9.1.: 
76 8 4.9 60 1 72 560 2C.OO 
68 5 8 .. 5 L{,.2 So 627 ~-9.9'1 
72 9 ::'0.6 5.5 6L,L 595 200 GO 
32 ? 7 .. 5 J.2 9 5 6L~O 
75 10 9.1 5 .. :3 76 .58S 
~,2 3 10 .. L~ 4 .. 1 68 635 
28 1 8.2 3.9 84 688 
68 5 8.9 1+05 73 574 
78 12 7.8 5.1 68 606 
58 0 6.7 3.2 78 532 
68 7 8 .. .5 4. J 81 590 
75 6 9.8 406 77 564 
'75 9 10.2 5.0 66 519 
19,,97 
19 .. 93 
19 .. 92 
19093 








Tabl,e Sh. Climatological data of selected incom.ing radiation stations for August] 964 
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II PD ~1 0KC S' 
d y ...... h 0.
' Ie ~.L- - ;0 
;8 5 7. b 2.9 86 
78 10 7.8 6.2 59 
52 11 ll~3 5.2 78 































7 10.3 6.1 77 
11 9.7 6.4 56 





























3.3 5.8 59 
9.0 4.8 71 
16.2 3.9 75 
9.S 5.5 63 
10.8 2.5 93 

















6 Q 00 
7 0 ·7 





.) • .1.. 
5.8 
... ') 
) • ..l. 
2.1~ 
5.5 
5 'I .v 
i-f.O 
)00 









































































18 .. 3'7 
18.53 
17.37 
18 0 11 
18 .. 20 
17 0 80 
10.0,3 
18 0 53 
18 0 ;~b 






l r 7 .Q.c • I • v") 










10 .. 10 U1 
LV 
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San Antonio 







































TX TN TA H PD 
OF OF OF 1 
85 59 71.8 6(5- ~4 
82 66 74.0 78 10 
7 5 L~h 59 • 5 51+ I} 
71 57 6 J. 7 73 9 
38 70 78.7 78 10 
81 68 74 • J 79 7 
36 66 7 5. 9 8!,:, 9 
75 55 65.0 81 8 
87 6e 7:3. 5 59 I ~ 
83 58 70.8 56 6 
76 52 64.0 76 4 
80 l.}l 60.6 }3 7 
91 68 79.6 J6 7 
9 ~ 58 75. 2 !~l~ 1 
83 56 69.2 J5 8 
73 1~7 60.2 J9 If 
81 .59 69 • 8 7 .5 l.~ 
88 6Ll' 76.3 75 8 
86 65 7 5.6 66 0 
85 62 ?3.6 '16 6 
7 U .57 67.7 '72 10 
86 63 7fl. .. 5 6L~ 1.;. 
99 ? J 85.9 37 2 
70 47 58 0 8 78 9 
'78 l~9 63.3 hJ L~ 
B14 .53 68.2 h6 5 
91 66 78.6 67 7 
65 1;,3 .56. J 83 12 
6'1 53 60.2 76 6 
88 67 77 • 5 71 7 
95 67 8l.2 38 4 
79 6 J 71. :3 7.5 8 
~1 SKC s Ra R°l.. ~ \.-
.,..,.,,.....,., d L-r Of 
_.lJ,V"'" /:.1 _~__ ""::"_:1 ___ _ 





































I I }. I'. -r 
6.1 









1 .. 6 
~3el 
L:·o/-} 











J .. 5 





















































































ll~ .. 6 3 
lL:·.83 












2. !.~. 21 
~5. ~)~J_ 
1 (" ,~? 















Table !;j • Climatolog
'




Station name i-Jr"l .. TX TN T'£~ l~ PD '/1 SKC S Ra Ht 
of of of rJ1. nnh ';-,) Ly In I' Iibuo:ucrq ue - -68 - -~6 c:.-- - - 6 . _.~ _______ ~. _ __._ . L~.~~ __ ?-.-. j_-2-:64 1 45 51 6.5 3.0 75 42b .I. .,./ . ../ 
Atlanta 2 75 56 65.7 79 9 c '. II t~ 65 321.~ 12.95 u.) r. J 
Bismar~ :3 62 32 Lq .0 50 2 lO.L~ 5.3 68 29 lJ' 9,,61 
Boston lj. 62 ll-6 53 .. 9 67 8 ] 2/)4 0.2 6Ll' 256 10.83 
BroHnsville 5 87 70 7° ~ 79 8 J.O ,,0 5.5 r'/' J(j? J..I-)·.63 v.) )0 
Cape Hatteras 6 72 58 6J~ .. 9 no 11 o ? 6.3 5L!r 362' 12.59 ,I • ..." 
C'harleston 7 "19 £':'-J( 67.3 78 9 6.6 5 .. 0 62~ ;61 13 .. 15 
Cleveland 8 6;~ l~O 51.0 75 9 9.5 6.2 r' ') ,)'7'{' 11.06 ~jb i~../U 
Columbia 9 70 L:·8 59.l 60 ,; 11 9 .. ·8 5.0 j? )1 /' -!..O 11.70 
DodGe City 10 70 Lr7 58.7 66 6 11L8 5 .. 2 64' 353 12 .. 00 
East La.l1s ing 17 62 ')Q .JV 50.0 73 7 10.5 6.5 L9 ?0.1 1 .~ ,~ 10.35 
Ely 11 62 30 lt6. J L:h, ') 11.J~ L~"l t)-, ~r;" , l ,(,0 ,) O.l .... ·t .: .:.. -. "-'."-
Fort Harth 12 80 Go 70.0 73 4- 11.1 L1.,9 59 3'15 l3.16 
Fresno 13 78 L}3 63.1 ~l ..I ..... 1 6 .. 0 2.2 93 3i}O 12 .. 25 
Grand Jlu1ction llt 65 L~ 3 51':'.0 1.~6 c j 9.2 4 .. 6 '7° ,u 353 ll.64 
Great Fulls 15 61 40 50.2 L}l 2 13.,7 5 .. 9 'rJ 2118 9.1~/l 
Indianapolis 16 67 hJ Sl~. 7 72 6 7.1 5.9 65 2'18 11*51 
Litt.le Hock l8 7/} 56 63 .. 5 85 9 6.1 " n 5!~ 328 12 .. '"13 :;. () 
Los imgeles 19 78 59 68.0 67 ., 5.9 2.9 83 L:JJL~ 1)033 .L 
Nashville' 20 73 51 61.6 78 9 5 .. 1 6 • .3 55 291.~ 12,,)) 
N e}l Omaha 21 66 hh 5" 3 -1'. 66 I, .,.. 9.8 l4·.1 73 3-) If 11.10 
Oklahoma City 22 ?r.: 
, .' .53 6Lj .• 1.;. 73 9 11.8 4.7 66 Jl3 12 • .55 
Phoenix 23 82 59 70.6 51 .. 5.3 3.t.} 01 3'79 13. OJ. ) <J.t. 
Portland 2L~ 58 '~ ... JJ L~6. 2 76 8 9.8 5.8 56 265 10. LIG 
Rapid City 2:; 67 37 51.B l~l 0 12.0 j; r'\ -j'. \.J 76 ~'-r/ ..I.)~'" 1·).36 
Salt Lake City 26 65 38 51.6 )L~ r:: 9·5 r~. 3 76 ');" ..... 11.25 J .Jo.l 
San Antonio 27 83 61.} 73. J 76 lL~ 9.0 ~ r' ~.I 52 ')" '7 . .,.IJ.\ 13~90 
Sault ste Harie 28 9.:- 38 l~5 .. 6 o~ u..L 11 9. Li· 8.1 37 196 9.,6') 
Seattle. 29 60 50 55. 2 79 13 7 .. 2 7,,9 L~6 1'76 9.~O 
ShrEweport 30 '18 ~~ 68. L} 78 "'r, 8 I') c .... -( 7l 35L;· 13.22 ,.;'V J..v .t... ;'; . ../ 
TUcson 31 el 54 67.3 L4.L;. ~ 0.1 ? " 89 L~69 13.28 
..I _.L 
~'lashington D.C. 32 67 50 58.? 72 10 8.5 6 .. 1 5i-l- 270 11.63 lJ1 
!JI 
Table Sk. Clim.atologi_-~l data of selected','incom.ing radiation statk, ... "'5'- ~-ol.Novernbcr 19h4 
-.--
- q ".' 
-
_""'~ _______ "'_""""'~, 
... ..-.-.-~"'. 
S'~ation name 1\0. 11 TH TA h PD '.'1 SKC S R'l Rt 
O'H'" of of (." ., ,) Ly In /0 !npn 
Albuque-rque 1 G-~ t~ -50.5 ---~51 -'6~--b:5-- 3.0 '75 'j3'S 90 43 1'..) 
.Atl~"1ta 2 75 ' 56 6507 79 9 8.} ;~.9 65 272 9.80 
Bismark J 62 32 L!'7.0 50 2 lO.I} 5.3 68 167 6e GS 
Boston 4 62 46 
.53.9 7? 8 12.4 60 2 64 175 7637 
Brownsvill e 5 87 70 78 • .5 '19 8 10.0 5.5 56 282 11.,88 
Cape Hatteras 6 72 58 6 l!·.9 80 11 9 .. 2 60 3 54· }33 9.37 
Charleston ,... 79 57 67 0 8 78 9 /' ,- 500 64 2=11 1000'? ( o.b /-
Cleveland 8 .. 62 J~O .51.0 75 9 9.5 6.2 5E3 133 70 62 
Columbia 9 70 LIB 7;.1 79 11 9.8 5.0 51 2" .... )0 8.33 
Dodge City 10 70 '-4-7 58.7 66 6 14.8 r" ,...., 64 309 ':)068 :J.t:-. 
Eaat Lansing 17 62 38 50.0 73 7 10.5 6.,5 L19 143 7.40 
Ely 11 62 30 46.3 1:·4 3 11.4 . 401 81 2"") -,;j:J 8 e 2L~ 
Fort \'lorlh 12 80 60 70 0 0 73 4 ll.l !-I-s9 59 297 10306 
Fresno 13 78 1-J,8 63.1 5l 1 6 " .u 2",2 93 201 3 0 98 
Grand Junction 14 I 65 Lt ) 5'-'·.0 46 5 9.2 l.j,.6 "18 263 8.2'1 
Great Falls 1.5 71 11.0 50.2 L~l 2 13.7 5,,9 70 1)1. ,.e? 
Indianapolis 16 67 1~'3 5h.7 72 .... 7.1 )09 65 190 3.11 b 
Little Rock 13 7J~ 53 63.5 85 9 6 1 0 .... 5 n 0"-" .51~, ;~7'7 9.53 
Los Angeles 19 78 59 68.0 67 ., .5.9 209 83 2?Lj. 1~.26 .J.. 
Nashville 20 73 51 61.6 78 9 5.l 60 ') 55 250 9013 
NeH O:naha 2l 78 h5 564'2 66 4 9 .. 8 h.J. 73 2?2 ,~ ..- /' ( .00 
Oklahoma Ci ty 22 75 53 62.4 73 a 11$8 L~" ? 66 ';1 /1. 903'2 ,/ ~....l_ -., 
2hoonix 23 82 .9) 70.6 51 ~ 5.3 J. l~ 81 307 9 Or' 
./ ~ 0 v( 
Portland 2h 58 35 L~6. 2 '16 8 998 508 56 16L~, 6.97 
Rapid City 25 67 37 5.' n L.O L~l 0 1 ') f' ,.,w ,..,~o ;.j :-~., 0 76 ?"'5 ...... '..] 60 86 
Salt Lake City 26 65 ?B 51.6 Z:;h 5 n 5 L~. 3 76 216 '1082 . ./"" 7-
San Antonio 27 83 64 73.3 76 14- 9.0 I' n .52 22.5 10.96 a.{ 
Saul t Ste lvlarie 28 5l~ }3 L~5f16 81 11 9.,l.} 8.1 37 lOI~' 60 16 
Se.~ttle '6) 60 50 .55.2 '19 13 702 7u9 L~6 9l} 5og6 
Shreveport 30 78 58 6S.L:- 78 10 8.2 5,,3 71 259 10.12 
Tucson .31- 81 5l4- 67.3 L;.l~ :3 8 0 1 2.,2 So ~' 339 10..,20 
~{ashlneton D.C. 32 67 51 5"9.0 72 10 8.5 6.1 Sf-} 209 80 Jl U1 
0'-
~-. -~----.-...---.----.- ... ---..-........ --.-.-.- .... -_ ... __ .-....... _ ...... - ----.-.-~ .. -,-, . __ ._ .. ---- .... _ ......... _--_ ... _--
Table 51., Climatological data of s.e~e~ted incoming radiation stations for Decen1ber 1964 
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E~ PD ;'1 SKC S Ra Rt. 
01 WI ' ,', T T ;J ~I .. pn ,0 .u;{ ..!..n 
-60 -'---6 'reb Lto 6" "71 203 d.l l} 
56 8 11.9 :3 0 7 56 218 8 0 51./-
69 11 11 0 l~ 7 It 5 43 124 4.70 
59 3 13.9 L~.l 71 153 6.00 
8.5 13 9 (> 8 7 09 3LI· 19 5 10 Q 9 0 
74 8 11.8 4.7 7C 254 
?L~ 5 3.5 4.6 30 253 
75 13 130 6 7 It 9 39 III 


















































1506 5.6 63 167 
14.2 6.7 47 1;8 
9.7 402 90 234 
120 6 6.8 ~6 
502 60 5 51 

















8 0 2 
3 0 8 
6~8 57 
6.1 
6' .) . '--
2 ... 3 
6 .. 0 
ll- .. 7 
6.5 
2.6 



































































5 .. 59 
)ol:G 




8 0 91 




Tabl e 6. Lifit oJ' Ve;E;zlu{~lan i~1c;oni ... :;".: 501 s.1' r';<i1. .. ~:~. ·~.0/; ;;)1~ ~~:. }O!'l~: 
_________ . ___ • __ • _____ ".. ....... __ " .... -..,.,_...,.I ...... ::-:. .. , .. ""._.""""..,~,., ...... _ ............ .. P-"' ... _ .... ,..~.,·_ ... -... .. ~_.,.,..-._~ ........... s.. ___ ,_.,... ......... _____ - ...... __ 
__ .~ __ - ____ ... __ , ___ ..... pO' ___ .'""""' __ ._. __ , .............. ....,.... ..... __ --..,..".. ....... ~~: __ .--"'t.. ................. _ I.-. __ •• ~ __ ...." .... J ... _ .. _'~ ·_ .... ___ ... M_ ,~_,...... ...... ~ .... "-_I 
St at ion na.:>ne 
-"'--"'-"--""'--' .. ----_ ........ _ .... ,. ....... ~ .. --.. ,-~", .. ' ... --.. ~--.--.. ... -~-.-
Ih~~r::;;J :·~·i.~~l 'x.: ~ 'S : .".; L ~:. x\·; r-'·; :'~-G 
Bar-celena 1 Ie 0'1 7 ,., ... ) l~.) 
B 2. ::>q uis irn et 0 2 10 Olio 590 1935 
Cara'Jas La Car'lota 3 10 '{''' ."J 895 0:'"' r)( .!J'j .)J 
Ciudo.d BolivJ.r 6 8 09 )i) 161.i 
Coro 8 11 25 2(~ 66 
Gu.irio. 9 10 ~35 3 26 
La Orchila 10 11 LO ') 10 
..J 
l1aiquet i3. 11 10 ')/., ii 1 1·t;1 
..IV 'J 
Naracaibo 12 10 39 ho ' '"'11 .L) .... 
Earo.cay 13 10 15 I.J I r: ""t""'1·~ J.l} 50 
Haturir~ 14 9 L~5 '10 2""\ .yJ 
16 8 ys lh79 4851 
Noron 17 10 ,.., ) ..... 3 10 
Puerto Ayacucho 18 5 4J. 99 325 
San Antonio 19 7 51 40h 1325 
5a"1 Fernando 20 7 ~. 73 239 
Santa Elena 21 4 36 907 2975 
TWileremo 22 7 18 180 590 
...;.. 
TABLE 7a. C 0 r,1 PAR r S [j r,: U F C (J M PUT E D V A L U E S (J F R A D I A TIC N 
----•. _.--, ----....--.-.~.-------~ .. ----... - -.-r---=-----ci'ti"--.. -:"'-'---.--~-.. -... -........ __ ... -=~ 
STA i:,O RAP 1 RAP~ RJ\P3 n J~ pIT RI"1.i- P PABL RAGiVl RAi"';O R/\BE R/i.L V 
1 1 It 50.4 It 4 Y • S '15 C • () L, 51 • 7 506.3 't l/~ .. 1 536 .. 9 533.3 Lt96 .. 3 467 .. (J 
') 1 433.~j It It 0 • ~) 43 ft.1 '+37.1 468.1 343.1 4::13 .. 4 470.6 4·64. /+ 510.0 L 
3 1 4]9.5 'i7'j.7 4 't () _ 1 It 76 .. 1 ·'~61.9 388.7 'irS .. "! 462 .. 6 '+ 7 (j .6 4.54.0 
6 1 '123 .. 0 411.7 l,,23. t 'Il) S. 9 l!(31..9 3.1g.~ '-i98.5 I·d{ 3 e B 4.:)/1 .. 0 4":; 5.0 
8 1 422.~ " Lt t3 .. n 427..1 '<52 .. B It 77 .. II 420.1 /199.? 't92 .. ~ 458.5 1 .. 7H.0 
<} 1 i:OfJ....O 1,49 • 1 lr U C40 0 Lf 51.9 ',5B .. 7 It 1 B • 1 471.6 /~58.0 ·427.0 391.0 
to 1 4 -~ o. (, 'I ::; 't • '5 '129 .. 0 't61. /t Id~? • 2 It 119 .8 5] 1.2 501 .. 5 /+11 .. '3 SOB.O 
11 ( 381.9 1,:1 7 • Ii -18~ .. It 4,17.7 It It 1 • -r 3L3.1 It 4 8 .. 0 430 .. /t I~O 3 .. 5 4 /10.0 t. 
12 1 't21t.6 It ~O .. [) It?' 4 .. '1 It 52.CI l-t 7 Cj • 7 417 .. 6 500.g 1+9.2. 5 459 .. 8 1(.95.0 
13 1 
..... 
',56.0 1'i74.~) '.51J.d 478.2 !f93" 0 I~ 2 7 .. 7 I) 18 ~ 6 512.2 It92 .. 9 4<3.3 .. 0 
1 it 1 4 L 1. 7 't37 • 5 1+ 1? .. 4 I+i 6 .. 6 4·cn. Ii 377.,9 Iff~ 3. 1 <'t09. is /11+0. 8 371.0 
16 1 ·/.t ~~ 6 .. I~ 409. :1 1'183.2 -, 'J't • H l-t (3 '~ .. 1 ??ge7 SOl.2 4H2.0 520 .. '-1. 509 .. 0 
17 l 4:~9 ./t 1,/,3 • 1 439.1 '-t /t/t.6 1,95 .. :3 L: 03 • [3 'j22./t 017.3 l-tbl.2 5~8.0 
ib 1 5(;9.7 I, C) 5. 3 509.2 Lt9() .. 8 S (j It .. b 1-t66" 6 6C9.'; 60[3.5 570.6 I.t q 9 .. a 
19 1 39-7.5 4(:0.1 396.3 :1 gO .. 1+ Itl.t d. 5 2'72.,3 /+51.8 /.., .;~ 3 '" 6 lt203.0 11'4 e .. 0 
20 1 4 ";9.0 1.72.2 li59.1 Il75. !.. 5 lit ... ~ 1-t36·~8 .5 /13.3 1) :1 5 .. G ~O2.3 426.0 
21 1 't32105 I t ljB.6 432 .. 1 I, ::; o. Ii I j 66 .. 6 31~j.j /j- 70. t.. I.,. It 'j • 8 4() g • S 4-48 .. 0 
22 1 370 .. 1 382.6 36P.5 371 .. "3 113 l , .. It 2.54 .. 7 1+ '3 1. • Ii- 403 .. 5 ~eB.B 3c)(j .. 0 
TJ, [J\N It '11 • 6 I, It 3 .. ') '+.31.1. 4 f t L .. 7 It 79 ... '1 3 7·'i-. 9 4q7.t) t;d5.5 '~·66 .. 3 it~! -, .. f3 
RATle 1 .061 1.031 1 .. 062 1 .. 034 o. 9~)'..> 1 .. 221 O .. 92C 8.9 f t'::; 0 .. 982 1. .. 000 
ERR.CR 9.4~ 9.63 9.49 \)",b6 F:~ • ~~3 '3 19 .. 61 1 () .. I} 0 9.?·B B .. SS O .. G 
U1 
....0 
T A H L E 7 b. \: C (11\ PAR ISO !.~ (] F C 0 H PUT E D V 1\ L U 1-:- S 0 F RAe 1 A T I 0 i\l 
STA MO k/.\P 1 RAP2 
1 2 504.1 498.5 
2' ? '469.1 465.7 
3 2 511.4 514.4 
6' 2 "t73.3· 455.8 
8 2 475.4 494.6 
g 2. . "4 /tY'. a 1"i90. 0 
10 2 ~qB.l 504.R 
"11 "2 444.6 481.6 
12 2 464.4 484.7' 
.. , ..... ,.... 1 j . 2 -., .. , .... S 0 E3 • 7'" . 5 1 :3 • It 
14 2 459.5 ~83.8 
, .. .. -. -- ... 1 6" - ... "i .... '. 5 2 1 • 1+ 
17 2 496.1 
.. lB '2 515.3 
19 2 4,~O.,3 
- -. . .. ,- - 2 CJ -,., .. 2' -" .... 4 (J 8 • 9 
21 2 'l'IO .. H 
2 '2 .. , -- i - 't 1 a • 0 
fv1 E AN 477.8 
RATIO 1.0"34 















't 73. g 
it 7/-t • I, 
't i di.8 
4 9't-. it 
't 1.,.5 .. 0 






'12 H. 0 




1 .. (,-~ 6 





It? 1. 7 




1+ a 7 .. 0 
517.3 
.11 8.1-t .. Y 
1.31 .8 
1+613 .. 6 
501.6 
"3 SI't ... 0 
5£>2.8 
/+b 0 .. '3 
4-23. B 








5~; It. 4 




Sit 7 .. 6 
519.li 
:>17.<-) 
5':> (; .. 3 
57'3 • 7 














518 .. 6 
It 3 7 .. 2 
It'f 5.0 
















5S9 .. 5 
56'+ .. 1 
j 30 .'t 
597.0 
522.9 















509 .. Lt 
5't9 .. 7 
548.3 
560.1 
.519 .. 0 
599 ... 4 
510.2 








486 .. 7 
't50 .. 3 
54-2.0 
0 .. 912 
10.23 
RAGE 





483 .. 5 
5:>6.0 
/1"77 .. 1 
504.0 
5S3- ... 1 
4·95 .. 9 
5~) 7 .. 9 







0 .. 952 


































It 70. ~ 
3 4 5]1.2 
6 4 500.6 
H Lj 529 .. 0 
9;+~ ~~ 508.0 
10 Lt 54 /t.2 
11 1+ 46 /-t.6 
12 4 471.7 
13 ... "-4'- ... -~-~.~ 15 • a 
iii 4 4B0.9 
., '1 6' ... - --It -_ .. -5 12 .. 9 
1 7 It '162 • 7 
13 it 1-I~O.lt 
19 4 {j 08 ." 
. ~-, .. --.-, 2 0 ~+- .. '--. 4 HO .. 9 
2 1. Ii 't 77. 1 
-~-, .. ,--~-- 2 2 , ....... 't'~" . ~'t52 .. --, 
r~ EAN ',b 9. 1 
, "R A't I ty _ .... ~ .. -. 1 .. 0 3 2 
ERP.OR 8.B6 
RAP2 
It <] 1 • 1 




511 .. 6 
1-)159.9 
It 76. 2 
't6't.0 
1.69 .. " 
I, (7 .. 1 
393 .. ~3 
',2 ~ . :3 
377.2 
3 8? • 1 
It 5 1 .. 1 







1 .. 67.0 










4 f) 0,. 2 
It 44 • (J 
t, 02 .. 9 
It 7 l) • 8 
L, Ib .. 0 
452 .. 0 
It B -, • !-i 
1 • U -) ~ 
8.:;4 
R:\ pLt 
'-t·P6 .. 6 
415.0 
523 .. 7 
4!)4.7 
516 .. 2 
'5 () C} .. 9 
568 .. :; 
4 ()9.:5 
1+55 .. 7 
1-+59.0 
It 70. 3 
362.2 
'toe .. 6 
:~ S 6. '3 
3S8,.f) 
't't 1. 2 
It "( 't .. 5 
1-t52.D 






.557 .. 7 
.r-' L -, -) 









S 3 () .. 0 
,)20.6 
/~ 71 .. 1 
5 /-1 B. 5 
~1.2.7 
5>:0.0 







34~) .. 3 
If If <J • 0 
L<~9 e 1 
55 it .. 1 
~/,6e .. :; 






1 9't. 1 
'123. B 
321.3 
334 .. /+ 




()'1 5. 1 
523.6 
575.2 
590 .. 9 
627.0 
601.0 
6 4 8.5 
5'+5.2 
553.8 
523 ... 7 
:) 74.9 
':)27 .. 3 
5 /t 5.2 
SiB.? 
tt67.2 













6 f t 7 .. 1 
525 ... 0 
535.1 
569.-7 
559 .. 0 
502.5 
524 .. 9 
502.8 





0 .. 926 







549 .. 6 
600.6 
1+91.9 




489 • .5 
'-t76.9 
l'f 3 It ... 0 
51 It. 2 
516e3 


























-.- - - - -- -- -- _ .. "- -- -" .. _. 
" - -_.- - .~ - -
0' 
N 
"- -•.. ~ "--- ~~--~- -~. 
TABLE 7e. 
-.. -... --
Cnl·'PI\p.[SU~4 UF C(W:PUTED VALUES or Rb.DI/\TrrN 
r-
S T.l\ 1~IO PAPI r:A P 2 R/\ P 3 k A?lt· ~.l,.,\ f-. P !·~ADl ;~AG~·i RA:";U RABE RALV 
, r- 523.3 It62.9 :'23 .. 1 ~?5.5 :)H9 .. '5 3~3.4 (, 22 .. It 616",2. 573 .. 5 507.0 A • ., 
.... 
t. 5 It 6 1 • I) 't 02. 6 Lt 56.9 ~(J? .. 1 51l.6 217.0 514. l 439 .. 5 '!-93 .. 6 4'J 1 .. 0 
3 ') /1-g6.i-1 485.1 l~ 9~) • -, '1 7 /-t .. /t ~2b.6 3;>1.6 5)6.9 516. " 533.5 1'-+22.0 
6 5 40S.4 'I j 5 .. 4 49'+ .. 0 1+24.0 560 .. It '306 .. q 58:> .. 1 572.0 536.1 '+5<) .. 0 
H ? ?15 .. 2 Lt q It .. 1 515 .. (') II- 9 0 • '1 581.7 1+0 -, .. () 609.:!.. bOl./i 5.59.8 5 /16 .. 0 
q 
.5 501.(1 SOl.P 502 .. 6 It gC) .. IJ 569.5 Lt ? 5 .. 2 593.6 5132.7 5 Lt2 .6 li- 9;..' ~ 0 
10 5 ~'flt .. 7 526. ~) SitS .. 3 527.6 611 .. 2 .1+7 1t-.5 6 /-t9.2 6',,9 .. 2. 602.5 S7B.O 
i 1 5 1t 86 .. 5 lt71.5 4 8 () .. f) It G't .. ') ~'jiT.O =1 f)'t .. 7 571.9 557 .'~ 521.7 410 .. 0 
., ..... I- It 50 .. 5 /119.9 /1 It B. 1 It06.3 522.8 ?7b.B 5L;H.6 506.7 1+ 75 0 (} ljCO.O 1. 1: . :.> 
.. ... . - --- - .. 1 .3' 5' 49-3 .. 9 421 .. 0 490.2 It 0.'+ .. 7 fr- 1.'.1 ,-:> ~ .. ) .. ::> 2 1), .. 0 5 l ) 7. <) Sit 0.8 '527.9 I~ 8't • G 
,- 14 5 467 .. it It 3:3 • 2 't65 .. --r 1;- 2 1 • 6 ?35.~) ;~98.3 ~tt 7", e 52f3.7 1;97 .. 1 328 .. 0 
- -_ ... _- - _. -_.-
16 c -) ~oo.? 376 .. 1 It- 9 0 .. It 3!I't. 2 ~O,} .. 9 ll!O .. C) 514.3 '.89 .. 2 '.J'-r 7. G 50 J. .. 0 
17 5 11 't It .. f) 396.2 It it 1 • 0 ~79 .. '+ Sl').2 ;:t~ 1 .. 5 5.:':4",0 501 .. ~~ 1+67. 7 5 ~lr .. 0 
18 5 3 B·~ .. -, .) "3 '1.9 -; 77 .. E ·~O7 .. 5 '1"62 • 6 151.0 Ii :'/-1 .. I) 419 .. -:~ I .. co .. '? 3S7 .. 0 
19 5 It '18 .. 9 391.0 4·"14 .. 1 '] 7 1 • 1 49f3.0 ? Lit. 6 Lt ~9 .. 2 1+71 .. 5 466.n 420.<> 0 
20 ,-::> 'tit 7 • 0 I; 2 2 .. I.- ,~'; 5. 0 It 10.0 t)lho7 2 ~3/t • 1 :> ?/t • B 501 • l~ 473.1 366100 
21 ,-:J It 32 .. 3 'i -, " . '5 I~L9.':) /118.1 It 73. 7 Z~)6.2 471.3 l~19.2 /+71.6 '1:27.0 
22 :> lj31.3 '-t18.5 1,2<-) • 0 I~05.0 Lf:9 () • 1 272.1 501 .. 7 47 11:. 3 455.2 1105 .. 0 
.- -: "M cAN .. 
't 73 .. 1 /t~3 4 • 8 't 70.6 Lt 21 • 5 5 '12.0 _ •. '.¥-.". _.- -292.1 544.() 525 . .It 50B.1 't65 ... 2 
-R/\ T 10 0.9(33 1 .. a 70 O.98·n 1.104 0.873 1.59~ 0 .. 854 0.835 0.916 1 ~ o'o'c -
,~~. -- - - - EHROR 7.75 11.21 7.68 12 .. 67 lS.33 37.19 17.85 11~.:5 3 11.88 0.0 
IIIIt'I .---- -.- "'--
0"-
L-'> 
- -- - ._- .- . -
TAGLE 7f. C () N P A!{ I S rJ "J () F CO t·i PUT E 0 V A L U E S 0 F R A D I A T rON 
~ 
:5T/\ r,~o Rf\Pl R/\P 2 !{AP3 P. t\ ;)4 kJ\F P Rf\f~L 
1 6 ',71.3 It 1 7 • H 469.2 405.5 539.9 2b3.1 
2 6 It 8 -1., 9 '~96.' It 7 e • 7 176.2 S27.? 213,.6 
.3 () ~)03. 7 It 56 .. ~ ,)Ol.~ it It-? .. 9 5-32.2 ?b3.7 
6 6 I,S7.<J -1 -, 1 • 1 <if)? .9 -),52 • '3 5L/t .7 ?to.9 
8 (1 533.9 '171.1 l)~ ': • 1 Itb~.{t ~93 ... ~ "371.2 
9 6 't 73 .. 2 4~7.0 II 7 ~ .. 1 1-11t9.8 '.j I.t 1 • <-! :~ I~a '. 8 
1 () 6 ~6~.2 511).5 ':5h6.t) 515.9 6!-1.5 1~,59.2 
1 l 6 492.2 If5B.7 41.)7..0 It51~4' ') :) -( • 5 3 /t 8", q 
l? 6 '-i71.5 't06.6 It6H.5 '392.2 5"~ 9. 1 261,. '3 
1::>"--"6"-"'-' It 8B .. 9 'IOO.() I t H't.7 3B9.6 ~37 .. 3 237 .. 5 
14 (:; 41 It 0 4 .3 q B • I, 1.11.3 3g~'.9 Li 88 .. 5 248.'-t 
16" '-"6'-"·" 485.0 '-360.1 It "( Lj .. 7 376.0 '-196.2 12:5.-' 
17 6 5-06.5 It 31. 9 S05.1 /121./~ :)7;~e0 305.9 
IB '6 369 .. It 31. -, • ') 362.2 2 () 0 .. It Itl~ 6.,. 7 135.?) 
19 6 42't .. 6 3B3.5 '+20 .. 0 '36/i'" 0 '-tW3 • 7 210 • .1+ 
.. 
20 6 403.7 :186. i liOO.2 .3 f) ') .. 9 '+ 77 • e ?3".8 
21 6 4Cb.6 '-tOl.S 't 0 ~ • 1 V)O.2 't 5 0 • 7 2~( .. 6 
------'22 6 405'.6 '3:)7.') it 00 . 1 ')36.2 It 'r.5 .. 2 If.l~) .. ~ 
Mt:AN 4 6't .. 3 It 1 1 • 2 ',01.0 :s ') :~ ... 7 S 23. '-t ;~60.6 
--, ,- !~~ /\ T I iF·' -"---0'.9 H 7 ' "L.114 " 0.9 glt 1. 1 j B O.E15 1.758 
-'''-''-E'H P,(jR 6 .. 't4 12-.95 6. It 3 tj .. 06 14,.66 It- -1 • 11 
R:\ ('ti 
~ . z:., "'"' 
:>JO.L 
:'38.8 





S7<J • B 
\j:5 it. n 
5S~./t 
'-186.1 
'-tiJS .. :3 
601 .0 
I~ '17 • 1 
1+ 83 .. 2 
415.0 
It I. 4 '" It 
~1?'.6 
5"35.4, 
0 .. 856 
16.B7 
R 1\ i'-'~C P','\BE P-ALV 
. --~~---------------_ .... -
540.5 5 ()It. 0 478~O 
520.1 517.5 522.0 
.527.2 S39.9 428 ... 0 
520.2 l,dH3 ... 5 it 31 .. 0 
633.7 589.1 5 /13 .. 0 
5-42.:3 506.0 It:>O .. 0 
6H7.3 637.2 5 /. L~ .. () 
S68 .. ? 530.9 521.0 
~38 .. 1 5(;~ .. 3 ')01 ... 0 
536.1 522~9 It 9 2 .. 0 
Ltsn.'1- 433.0 350 ... 0 
I t 73.1 5::12 .. 8 487.0 
593 .. 0 5~1.8 590.0 
It (j i ... !) 383.9 3 L,6 .. 0 
l} 5 it .. 9 It:::> 1 .. It It 13.0 
If I., 'J .. 3 421 .. 7 3S9.0 
f., '1.0",6 li-'i 6 • 1 4L6.0 
't / t-2.5 'i,26f> 2 396 .. 0 
516 .. 3 't 99 .. ;>. 1158 .. 2 
c .. se-r O.91e 1.000 
13.20 10.00 c.o 

























Rt~T I U 
E f{ R OR 
------
,.. 
COMPARIsn~ OF CCMPUfEO VALUES OF RlDIATION 
-
RAPl RAP2 I{A P'1 RApL. RAF-P kABL R .AG~~ 
---- .. ~~ ..... -- --"---'--
SO't.2 It It (-,. q 503.') l~ 1[3. 1 !570.1 329.2 597.8 
505.0 It07.3 500.1 "3 B 8 .. It 5'+S. -, 2?7.1 563.1 
5 It 3 • B '-jO 7.6 5't"3 • <J 500. l t- 566.1 361.6 590.6 
it 9 /t .. 9 li10.9 '-t92.2. 197 .. 6 ~58.8 270.6 5E4.9 
563.7 li9~. 6 S64.5 lt92.5 629.0 1+ 1 '3.9 677.1 
~O2.8 ',,) 7 • R :i03.6 '+ 9 ':") • It ~·)69.6 If 2 1 .8 595.3 
5 6't .. 3 Ii 80.0 ~ bit .. H 47 Lt.9 6~O.B 3[-14.7 678.B 
521 ... 1 489.6 ',) 21. B 't85.9 ;)B:).,1 {~O 2. '~ 617.0 
517.9 Lt 16.6 515.1 403.1 582.3 27'-t.6 612.9 
516.5 It 53 • 6 ?lS.0 4/+ 2" 6 ~62.0 30706 5HS.3 
4/ .. 6.6 It J 6. 1 4 /t 5. "3 lt25 .. ~ ~i16.5 306.8 523 .. 2 
521.3 392 • IS 512. 7 'j 6 /t .. 1 :);:. it-. 3 1 ' L I ... D I ... ) 5 ·56 .. 0 
52B.3 '159.9 :) 2 8. 1 'i'S2.5 594.0 351.2 629.-( 
372..8 320.7 366.1 ~ 03. () It '5 L .. (J l'i9.1 441.2 
419.1 '102. :> 435. /t 3H5.4 1..06.6 ? '3 5. g ItS 9 .. 3 
it 2 8.9 ~1 g l)4O 7 't25 .. 2 ?'73.1 I~ 9 g .9 2 ':)~). 9 50-,.7 
41B.6 It /,9.2 It.~ 7 <II C I t 37.1 !~ 76 .. 4 ~85.3 477~/t 
'+ {)O. 0 ~ a4 .7 4S5 .. ~.i 366.9 :>21.7 223.3 5~4.a 
't9 Z • 8 It j 6. 1 't90.".> 1+2:3 .. ., :, f"g • 9 297.0 56') .. 5 
.. 
O.9H7 1.115 C.S9l 1 • lIt 7 0 .. 886 1.637 0 .. 85 /+ 
6.06 1 3. 71 6.61 15 .. 43 1 It. 7 a 3B~92 1 7 • (i 1 
- -- ,- -- -- - -.. - ~ -
K 1\;-IjO RABE RALV 
---- --- - ----
.. --... ---...... ~"..-, 
58B.3 547.9 502.0 
5 Lt- -, • 7 S/+0.9 ~::'3.0 
580.1 581.9 477.0 
572.9 536.8 't61 .0 
6Bl.7 633.0 568.0 
5B~).6 545.2 It 75.0 
68'-3.4 634.1 547 .. 0 
611.0 570.,0 534 .. 0 
606.2 565.4 544.0 
57.1 .. (3 5S5 .. 4· "'-517.-0···'·' ' ...... - ...... --- .. -, 
500 .. 9 It 71 • 7 
515.7 563.8 -
625.8 581.9 
40.5.1 ~3b7 .. Lt 
it 7 2 .. 7 li'67.2 
/,"77 .. <-). It:"1.5 
L,.it 8.0 it 76. 7 













It e6. 2 
1.-0 ()(f ,-- -,-- -" - . 
0 .. 0 
- -- - -- _. ---- - . 
0"-
U1 
- __ .' __ ~ __ ... .. _ .. _-_._-,0 _ .... _ .... --_ .
-- -- .-- - - -- -,- ------- -- - ---._-
. :r ,,\ e l E 7 h. CO;v1 P .4 R I S fJ N (l r- CO f'.i pur E P V A L U E S (j F RAe I A T [ r. N 
.. , ... - ,. - - - - - - - .. - - .. - -












::> 2.0 .9 
?4 It. ':> 
516.5 
8 [; 560.3 
. . _.- --'-' 9 ' - " (3 496.5 
1 0 . H ~fJ 9.2 
RAP2 
'i5 ~).2 
It j:3. R 
5 /j 0.5 
Ii 14 .. B 
1).17.5 
S 11 • 1 
.512.4 
. '-'-."'- ' i 1 ... B ' -_. ~ 3 1 • 6 ~) 0 H • 1 
' 12 8 521.8 416.4 
.. -. .. - . --'1 -1 . - .. -8" -. ,,,. -'S 1 1-. 5" " 4 S 4 • (j 
l~ 8 466.1 463.9 
.- "- ---' ""16 ' .... [3 ,. __ .... ~ 3 3 • 'i 420. 7 
17 8 526 .• 1 461.8 
1 8 8 li06~/i "322.7 
] 9 H 4 ., 7 4 :> ''I 1 2 • () 
... . ' '" r" 4 • ~ . 
20 8 4~~.O ~14.3 
71 U 472. 5 ~~9.5 
-· .. .. '·- -.. ;(2 ... 8-- ' .. -. ~ 9 7' .-~. , .. " It ~9 . 1 
MLAN ~)() 5 ~ 2 1,157. 7 
R {\ T I () -, ..... '''o~' .~j 89 1.091 
E i ~ ROR 6.01 13.~2 
RAP3 R/\ P It R /~ F P 
----
~O1.5 It It 6. Z 570.8 
518.6 4't C • 4 561.4 
S45.2 5:3 6 • L~ :5 6 ~3 .. 6 
514.6 I t 23. 1 58 1.3 
561.2 51 6 . 5 626.3 
497.3 l) G 9. 't 565 ,.6 
570.2 5l0.7 63zJ.5 
S32.S ')n~.7 5')6 .7 
518.4 It 0 1 • 6 587 ",:; 
515.6 It 42. A Ij 6 l-t ... 9 
46S.7 45::>.6 t.: ') t ' c, ..) _, J .. -) 
S26.1 395.2 S"36 • I, 
525.6 it 5 3 • 5 t:: r, OJ L :J ';l .J . ~ 
3S7 .. f; 292.2 I I" B 2 • 9 
413 • It 39~ .1 5 .?d • S 
I., '?' 0 e L ·3C)9 .. 6 506 . 9 
It 7 ? • '3 It 41 • 6 :3 07 .. 'I-
lot 95 .• 7 [127. 3 557 .6 
50 '1 .. 4 li l l 6. 8 :;()l.H 
O.S '),2 1.118 O.8 B(j 
6.Cl 15. 19 13.56 
Rt\BL RA(; H R At,~ O 
335.2 59 L •• 2 5HZ .• 1 
290. /t .581.2 566.8 
l~09 .1 590.6 :; 7 8 .. 1 
300.0 611.6 601.4 
't L>; 9.2 610 .• ~ 672.0 
Lt 3 B.7 536. 1+ .5 7 ~1 • 2 
It Lt 0 .0 6 8 4 .. 0 6B8.4 
429.0 629.7 624.0 
'Lt>7 .6 616.8 608.9 
301.9 5B5 . 8 572.'t 
3 /t5. H 5 /t6 .. 2 525.7 
1(r~.6 5 Lrfj .l.t . 527.7 
3',6.5 625.2 618 .7 
128.7 4 -,8 .7 4 f t 5. 5 
241.7 5 lt2.7 .520 .. 7 
265.3 508.7 l-t 8 0 .. 9 . 
349 . 1) 513~6 1+ 86 .. 4-
299.0 5 'r:~ . , 7 563 . 8 
~ 2 3.9 583 ..- 0 .56f3.·7 
"'. 
1.5 /i·2 0.857 0.878 
35.15 16. 93 14.58 




542 .. '+ 
558.4 
582 .6 
'563 .. 1 4 8 6 .. 0 " '" - --, .. - .. - - -. - .. - --











563 .. 0 
511.0 
3&1. a 
576.9 - 5 /t4.0 
6'35.0 
42A·.7 401.0 
S ° 9 • 9 4 l j- 0 • 0 
- ' _., - .•• -- - - - . - - - '" - - - - _ . p'.' 
• _ ___ • _ _ _ ... _ _ ... .. 4 __ • 
- _. - _ . _ __ •• _ ___ •·• • __ a ,. __ _ 
L~. ~\ 4 • 7 3 66 • 0 
S11 .. 3 4·65.0 
.. . - - -.- -- -_ .. - -- --- - - '- -'- '-'.-
53~.7 490.0 
5 f t6.2 ':·<")9 .. 5 
0.914 1.000 
10-68 0.0 
~ _. __ .. .... '.,. -~ , -- .. . -- .. ~- .. --.. 
0" 
0" 
T.ABLE 7i. C 0 fit PAR ISO N 0 FeD r"l PUT ED V ALL l: S 0 F KA D 1.1:. T I () N 
-. -
Sf A "'i (J RAPl kAP2 i{AP·~ R/-\~)4· !<,,\FP RABL 
1 9 51'-+.6 1.-75.0 51't.9 ItC'J.2 581. it 374.7 
2 C) 506.8 It 50 .0 504.5 1-t36.7 'j l~ (] • I) 287 .. 0 
3 9 S24.B 517.2 (.- " r I ::> L.:J • . L :510.8 551.0 ., 7 It .1+ 
(, 9 5 2't. 7 467.0 5 ;('t .. S 1+ 59.6 589.1 3(55.0 
fl (~ 532.7 ~jOO .. 5 1-- .:' -.J. r _) .> .1 .. :> It 98. 1 ~197.B li23.5 
9 9 i·d) 5.0 505.6 4e5.e ::;03.9 :'54· .. 0 1'-34.0 
10 9 574.7 ~)32.7 ~)74.8 :;36.0 6 Lt-l.7 1+96.2 
1 1 9 506.4 492 .. S ~O7.1 It 8 £'; • 8 571.9 L104 • 7 
12 <) it 76. 3 1~04. 't- It 72 • 3 'HE.7 5 ;~-'t .. 9 252 .. 9 
~ • _ 1 •• ", ._._ 
13· 510.0 1.,57.~:, SOH.5 II- 4 {J .. '1· :-,'?7.03 ~lO.3 9 
1 't 9 'd-s :; • 't l-t 04.0 485.H I~ 78 .. B 551.8 3?~5 ... 2 
.•• p ••..•.. -" 
l6 9 ??3.2 410.6 51 J .. it -; 8 3 .. 't 52e,6 1BO.8 
17 g '>]2.7 505. " 533.6 t~)03 .. 7 5Sb.,) '-+'3 /+.0 
18 9 450 .. l It C 9. 7 . It '-t 6 .. H 393 .. 8 520.<) 25 /t.7 
19 ') 477 .. 9 428.9 L, 74. [) It )3.7 532.1 265.9 
20 9 '-1 6() .. 5 4't3.0 't b 8 • 2 '+ 3 2 .. 2 S:18.1 311. S 
21 9 S'i {) • () ~) It 4 .. ') ~47.5 5/, 1 .. '3 :;69.:,) '-)17 .. -r 
.. - - _. - , 
22 9 ~15.i:l I t 96.7 516 .. Lt '+ (.I L. 1 5 7 /t. 7 ~196 .. 9 
MEAN 5GB .. 1 41:1.6 ~U7~g 4Cj5 .. Lt 5 ul.t • 0 353.3 
RA T 10 0.99:'; 1 .. 0&9 (I .. 9:)7 1.0B8 O.8S'B 1.433 
E R F'.O !{-.. 8.56 12.60 8.65 13.27 14· • I~ I~ 30.22 
RAGiJ, R Afv1 n 
610.8 602.5 
564.9 5 i !-8.7 
568.3 553.2 
622.4 61400 
633.2 630 .. 3 
572.3 558 .. 0 
69 1t.8 703.0 
597 .. 4 537.3 
559.6 543 .. 3 
577 ... 1 563.2 
::5694>6 553 .. 9 
S37.9 515.6 
61.5 • 1 631. L) 
028.:1 c)02.i 
5'+3 .. 1 S20 .. 9. 
':5:'>1.4 530.7 
5(06",1 5BO.b 
602 .. 5 589.9 
586 ... 9 573.8 
0.863 0.882 
17.F.5 15.99 
.--.~- -- ----,,-p- ----- ....... ---... -..~ ... ---.-- ..... --..-.. ---~- ...... -. 
KARE RALV 
--~-.:, .. ""., ..... .".~--
561.1 516.0 
5't 2.6 53 /·L.0 
561 .. 9 480 .. 0 
574 .. 6 4'<37 .;) 
5B6 .. 1 576.0 
520.0 1~69.C 
651.6 582.0 





568.2 ~ 542.0 
587.1 655,,0 





550.6 506 .. 1+ 
0.92.0 1.000 
12~55 0.0 
_._-_._--. __ .------" .. - .-
-.. --.. -~----~.--.-
.• - - -_._.-- - ------•• - _.p. 
- -.-.-"-"-~ - ....... -~- ----
~ __ • - - _ ••• - - • - - _____ e ___ • ___ • 
-~ -- -_ •• - _. ~ > -- -
.- ... - ' .. -.-
-- ~ .~.---.----. 
0"-
-...J 
_._ .; A £3 L E 7 j . C C !\' P 1\ R I S lJ hi U Fen t·~ PUT E D V A L U 1:: S 0 F R,'\ U I /\ T 1 {)~; 
- , 
s r}\ 1·10 RAPl Ri\P2 !~.I\ :J "; H t\ i)!'~ P,,:\F P !'::.~BL 
] 10 Lt 77.1 453.8 . It 7 ~( • 5 ,~ 't E; • 9 5 /1-0 .. 7 363 .. 5 
2 10 449.2 410.9 <4 '.6 .. 3 .396.3 ',,) ) .. 1 2.50.2 
3 10 't 7 (),. 9 462~7 470 .. 2 It53 ... S 500 .• 1 312 .. 7 
() 10 't<j3 .. 7 If /t 0 .. -, it f) 3 .. J It 32 .. B S;;'J.6 3?9.1 
(:i lO l} 59. a li,~/t.1 it t,O • 1 1;33.6 1)2:)" ?. 349. f! 
9 10 4'-+-'.7 It 6 2.0 448.1 4SE.:> 51:1 .. 1;' ?·3 L.O 
1e) 10 511.0 !-t D6. B 511.f; 4Ej7.H '57;~ .. S -L1·38.7 
11 10 430.1 It it 2 .. 0 Lt .10. 1 1f"j f).., 7 Lt 9t).(j ?,1+2 .. ') 
i? 10 '116 .. 7 37'1.5 41"3. 1 '3 157 .. 6 '1 f$ 5 .:> 72.6.8 
13 10 !'t6H .. ti 41B.3 4·66 .. 6 40(.) .. 0 :;1:> .• 1 271.5 
1 Ii 10 '-i47.6 It S U • 0 It It f~ • 0 I t 5391 511 .. S ~ ()lj .. 6 
. - .. 
" 16 ) 0 4 'f't • It -~bJ.3 It 6'> .. 2 '131.8 It B:J .. 'I l?;~.d 
17 ll} I t 12.1 457 .. 1 /...,72.6 If~;';: .9 S"Vj.9 371 .. B 
2 B 10 451 .. 2 'j 7 ~ .. 1 't't- 6. ~ .~ ') 6. 1 51.7.1 212. 1 
19 10 '1.",9.5 3.~O.7 ~ '~4 • 7 .~~ 61 • 't It· '-)1.1 • 7 208.9 
20 10 468.0 't 2 1t .. 1 /166. "7 It 1 :1 .. B 531 .. :" 29g.2 
21 10 51 "3 • 't 'j C 'j • :' 513.':5 l-t C)(). 2 5 >~ 9 • -~ ·~,)8.? 
- -.. --.- - ~ ~ . 
~2 10 It 72'" 2 It 60 .. q I} 72. 3 11 ')'t-. / l S31.J 351.7 
IlflLAN 'i 64 ,,6 4 ·:S4.' 1-,.61. I 424 .. 2 51'1.2 309."i 
RATIO .. -. ".,- "--:f .-cfa 6 1.016 1.009 1.102 0.90U 1.511. 
.... --- .-- . 
EKRUR 8.39 12.21 8.46 13.38 13 .. 73 33.83 
1< AGr-t, RI\HO 
~:J 65", 2 C,-'';- .... .??.).~') 
499.e /t 18,. 8 
:'09 .. 0 490.3 
'Ju4 ... 6 .5.74.8 
i-)Lti.P. .5 =5 0 .. It 
:>27.7 512 .. It 
611.2 6 12 • it 
'j 0 It. (; Ld35404 
1-t89 ~ 0 l!-67.;~ 
s 2 '). "{ ~ lLf • 1 
5 Zit. P. ")07 ... 5 
4(;8 .. 0 li62. I) 
;':iA .. ?:, 5 1d-3.7 
S2c).5 506 .. 9 
1t-99 ... 5 li7'+.8 
5:'0.5 5"3 /} '05 
5)8.6 539 .. 6 
5 /+9. 7 532.7 
53 / •• 6 518.2 
0.87'+ 0.90'( 
16.35 14.37 
j~J\ 3 E 
517.3 
4t~O .. O 
50::J.'t 
538~2 
It 9£; .. 2. 
I~ -( 7 .. 7 
j68.2 
45'~.9 




:510 .. 8 
It80.o () 






11 .. 26 
P,AL V 
l~B7.0 






It S3 .. 0 
5·il.O 
'tU 7 ... 0 
379.0 
492.0 




't79 .. 0 
Lt4 7.0 
I.t 67 .. 4 





-- -- ~. -- -. --- ... -,. 
T !\ H L r: 7 k • C 0 H P 1\ ? I S Cl N C F C () fv1 PUT [ D V.I\ L U ESC F P. !\ l) I /\ ! leN 
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1-+ It It • 8 
1-t:~O .. :, 





3 c~ It. 1 
12 1] 403.Y 
13 .. - - 1 1 _. --4 It <) .. :3 
I/-t 11 l .. ll.4 
16 11 461 • I, 
17 11 42H.2 
1 B 11 1.,.66 __ 7 
19 11 410 .. 0 
20 11 461.5 
21 11 I J 72 .. 0 
22 11 42"3. -j 




I t :3 9 .0 
It 1. L, • B 
/t20.,) 
It 1 ij .. t..i 
It 2 Z • ') 
't '-) S • f) 
't (; 0 • 2 
/~ 0 Sl • 7 
'3 P, 9 .. 6 
It L j • '+ 











I{ J\ P 3 
It 4 I) .. 5 
1129. <] 
'i-1 n .. 0 
lr S 2 • ':) 
1* 2 B • 2 
It 0 ~~ 4 7 
It SO .. 9 
"3 ij/t-. 1 
40:~.3 
't /18 .. (1 













It 06. (; 
Lt 22 .. 3 
I; ;) n • 'f 
l,d9.9 





It I: B • 0 
329.0 










502 ... 8 
't6 H .. 3 
I; :> 7 .. I~ 
511 .. 2 
It 3 /+ • S 
/164. ~' 
S07 .. ~) 
I~ 116 .. G 
'163 • 7 
4i:39. :J 
1-+ 70 .. i 
'tb6 .. S 
li·87.1 
52 Lt."1 
1+ (, l . 11 
51 G .. 't-











37 4 .2 
'II} 2 .. 2 
J.i..3.7 
?B6 .. 0 
297 .. 1 
~ ~~ 3 ,. I .. 
l/rl~ .. -, 








1 .. 4-01 
2E.63 
I~ A (jr,\ 
527.7 
4 79 .. '} 
'f 6 S .. 2 
::>3').1 
50 /1' .. 6 
4 7't", 8 
537.6 
't 50 .. 5 
47'1- .. 2 
:'09 .. 0 
I~ 8 2 .. :2 
4 7 /t .. ·3 
:>06 • .5 
547 .. <j 
L! l,5 .. 9 
(".>45.1 
513.0 
'+92 .. 1 
I t 99 .. :3 
O. 8() '3 
14.96 
R At/j 0 
:520.1 
~()3.::' 
Lt/l 7 .. 9 
i525 .. 2 
1-19 () .. 1 
It? q .. 3 
5 -15 .. B 
'+ '3 1. 0 
'tj8 .. 8 
'tYB ... 6 
'1:")6 .. 1 
Ii':'; it .. :3 
4-96 .. 2 
537.G 
442.9 
5::~ 5 .. b 
491 .. 9 




RJ~ tj [ 
484.3 
li 60 .. 5 
L~ G ~'9 0 
It- (;11 ... () 
t~62"O 
'+2 U.~ 't 




4 -3 8 .. 1 
.:101 ... 4 
1.~6?' .. O 
5C6.3 
It 36 '" 5 
502.7 
508 .. 4 
'~5 1 .0 




ii~3 .. 0 
'-t:'6 .. 0 
It 19.0 
4~j5 ... 0 
467.0 
365 .. 0 
1-!61.0 
4 L'7. 0 
52 /1.0 
465.0 
366 .. 0 
4<';2.0 
5)::>6.0 
't 11 .. (.\ 
419.C 
't10 .. 0 
4·:J6 .. 0 
LjOO .. 0 
'.,. It 5 .. 7 
f.-006 -
0.0 




TA Bl E 71. C a r~ PAR I SON 0 F COM PUT E 0 V A L U E S 0 F R A 0 I 1\ T ION 
STA 'MO RAPl RAP2 
--------._._----_._-----------------_ .. -
1 12 422.7 424.1 
---._-_ ... -..• -. _ .... q._. __ •. - . _ ......... - - ... - •. -. . 
2 12 404.0 414.6 
3 12 406.0 390.5 
·--------·--6--·--fi·----t; f7:··ij--·-··--3·Y i.· 1 
8 12 386.5 406.8 
--- ----·----q----l·i--···· --3··7 ·7~·3·· _ ... - "f 2 0 • It 
10 123R9.9 438.6 
----·---··-ft--ii-----·35-3'~ 7 406.4 
12 12 393eq 409~9 
----------f3----f~(-~·--4t6:9 ----42 9 ~ 8 
14 12 38307 414.1 
-------·---fl)·---f2 -----'.58 ·~·b·- -----3 70.- 2 
17 12 380.4 383Q4 
---"18-1"2----451·.·2---·--430.9 
19 12 384Q7366.5 
.------.-- ·-2"6---i2-----44S··; 1-·---·4-48.0 
21 12 431.4 462.2 
---------·2"·2---i 2----·3··6-i~--8-----3·86 ~ 1 


















4 -31 • It 
366.7 
404.2 
~~--~'·"'~·-R~~(fTtr-···-·~-··-·r;063~'-,.,""·~-1 ~-04·6··'" "" 1 .. 064 
---------e-ffk-67f·'-· --···---·--9:·8·4-·-'--··ff~·2·7--··--·· 9. ') 4 
RAplt 





















AVERAGES FOR ALL STATIONS AND MONTHS 
J 
MEAN 471.2 447.2 469.9 439 .. 1 
__ ~ _____ .... ~ __ ~ ........ __ .......... _. _______________ MO ____ ... _ ••• __ •• ~ __ ~. _._ ~._~ _~ .. ~~ ~. _. .~._ •• 
RATIO 1~014 1.069 1.017 1.088 
~- ....... --~--.-.------~~~~ ... ','~'., .. ~.~ - -~~.~ .. --.---.'--~ ~'" -.'~ ~ .,-, 
. ________ l;.eJ~.9~ ___ . ______ .7. .• _'1 ~. _____ ~ 1. f?7. ___ ' .. 7.95 12.S9 
-----------------_._---




't.3 2.0 253.7 
't 7 4.9 301 ... 8 
4't 1. 9 3't B. 8 
435.9 3()9:11 g 
4t,4.8 429&9 
It lit. 6 3·~8 .. 6 
44902 3464>2 
't64.7 348.9 
It'fl.l 344. 1 
458~6 184.0 
438.8 297.7 
507.0 ~~42. 0 
435 ... 3 227.2 
499.3 396. ·3 





:;25.3 333 .. 9 
0.910 1.431 
12.'1'0 30.48 
RAGM RAMO RASE . RAlV 
- .- .....• - -. - -- - - ~ .. -. -. 
501.5 49' .... 5 460.5 't38.0 
..... _-- -.-~ - '" .. --.-~.-.--------
449.7 433.7 1-+31.9 481.0 
438.8 't22.0 435.9 401.0 
- - "." . -- -- - -- - - - - -
492.8 479.5 't49.7 441.0 
454.7 443.1 413.1 4~3.0 
. . ... - .. -. - ...... - - ~ 
444.4 428.8 400.0 368.0 
't 59.8 450.0 ~ 18.5 453.0 
... --,,-... ------.~-.----.--.~~---
'+1.5.1 394.6 370.5 397.0 
463.1 450.8 421.5 533.0 
483.7 473.9 ·i .. 58 .9'··-"--4'1'8.-0··-----
449.6 4]2.8 407.1 355.0 
't71.2 455.3 493.5 't 92.0 
448.3 433.2 403.9 486.0 
531.9 519.8 490.0 403 .. 0·----·-··-----
4.'17 .. '-i 413.9 409.2 ~O7.0 
526.4 5t8.1 486.0 400.0 
469.0 4 /t4.0 466.8 415.0 
·"402.1 
.. ~ .. -~ -, _. - .. _. -_. -.. -' -
428 .. 3 386.9 36~.O 
, ,~-- -.~----~---
46 f t.8 't49.4 433.5 430.1 
0.925 
.. o'.q~7 o • 992 ~--~·f .0'0·0-----
.. ~ ..... ~"--------.,~--
12.18 10.55 9.68 0.0 
. __ ... _._---_ .. __ .•... _----_._- ------
543.3 528.5 ~08.5 477.9 • _ ._ •••• ".0 ___ •• _. ~ __ • ____ ~ _______ • ___ _ 
0.880 0.904 0.940 1.000 
___ •. --" ... ·r~_~ .• __ ~~ _____ ,~ __ -~"' .... , •. - .~. 
-J 
15.03 12 • 9ft. _____ .1 0 _ •. Jft . ______ 9 .• .o _________ ._~ ___ .. ___ . ___ . 
